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What's Up Doc?

UNLV Tilt,.
Dedications
Sept.24
Governor John Evans, Boise Mayor
Dick Eardley, former Arts & Sciences
Dean Joe Spulnik and State Vocational
Technical Education Director Roy Irons
will be highlighted officials for a Dedica
tion Day of activities schedule aimed at
three new Boise State University educa
tion buildings Saturday, September 24.
BSU students, faculty and adminis
trators are being invited to join with a
roster of state dignitaries as ceremonies
of "official opening" and building tours
will mark first use this fall of:
The new Vocational-Technicial divi
sion Food Technology kitchen and class
room building;
The new Vocational-Technical Diesel
Mechanics garage and classroom build
ing;
The new Science-Education building
Phase One section.
Coordinator of Dedication Day events
is Jerry Davis, High School & University
Relations Director. He is working with
Yo-Tech Division Director Don Miller
and Arts & Sciences Dean Dr. William
Keppler on twin dedication ceremonies
at two campus sites.
A Torch For The Governor
Those events will be divided by a lun
cheon for the dignitaries asked to speak
or participate in dedication events at the
two sites.
At 11 a.m., dedication of the two
Yo-Tech structures will feature a wel
come by Dr. Richard Bullington, build
ing and program explanations by Don
Miller, then a special "ribbon cutting"
performed by Vo-Tech welders guiding
Governor Evans on the handling of an
Oxy-Acetylene torch.
After a brief building tour at the Yo
Tech structures by members of the
audience and dignitaries, the special
guests will lunch at the SUB, then head
for the Science-Education building and
Dr. Keppler's dedication arrangements.
That will open at 1:45 p.m. on the lawn
adjacent to the building, with a special
presentation to pioneering BSU Dean
Joe Spulnik as a dedication events high
light. Department Chairman of the BSU
sciences faculty and the BSU School of
Health Sciences faculty will lead public
tours of the new building following the
official opening presentations.

Champagne
Because Saturday is the date
for the major football game
[7:30 p.m.] between BSU and
Nevada-Las Vegas, Alumni
Director Dyke Nally has issued
a special invitation to all Dedi
cation Day guests to continue
the day with campus tours and
then attend the annual opening
game champagne party at the
Boise depot grounds.
Cork time for the event that
kicks off a year of alumni get
together& is 5 p.m. Guests can
visit and sip until 7 p.m., just
in time to take their seats for
the long-awaited battle be
tween the Rebels and Broncos.
"I

I!'l HIS OPENING faculty speech "Doc" Richard Bullingto n took a gaze into .8SU's future last month. A closer look is furnished
courtesy of the hugh astronomy telescope now in place in th�hool's new Science Building observatory. Bullington aad other campus
leaders will dedicate that building aad two vo-tec:h additions in Sept. 24 ceremonies.

Bullington: BSU No Longer Pup
by Larry Burke
Boise State University has matured
beyond its "puppy dog" stage and is now
a "young adult, with seriousness of pur
pose," BSU interim President Dr.
Richard Bullington told his faculty and
staff in his first major statement as
President of BSU last month.
Bullington, who is serving as BSU
president until a search committee finds

a successor to replace Dr. John Barnes,
said:
"This evening marks the beginning of
'Emergence-Phase 11-an emergence
just as exciting and challenging as the
prior ten years," he said.
"I do not see any reduction of the
vitality that characterizes Boise State
University during our lifetime," he told

Women Win Sports Study
B y Bob C . Hall

In another major committee business
item, President Bullington offered to
them his "list of charges," a nine-point
program of objectives he wants them to
accomplish prior to the April deadline.
Those "objectives" seemed to call for
the Committee to act as both a �tudy

Asks Long-Range Plan
In his brief historical sketch, Bulling
ton pictured BSU's life as "both fascinat
ing and exciting, as it has been literally
saturated with challenges of growth."
As BSU moves from its "adolescence"
·
phase, Bullington called upon the uni
versity and the entire system of higher
education for an increased effort in long
range planning to cope with new value
systems.
Institutions must not only ask, "How
can we do this better?" but also "Why
should we do this at all?" he said.

Clearly signalling the new prominence
of women's athletic activities in the
Boise State University community's
priority list, BSU President Dr. Richard
Bullington has aimed a standing all-cam
pus committee at an "all facets" study of
the program for 1977-78.
As one of the first acts of his Presi
dency, Dr. Bullington charged the
fifteen-member committee with the task
of a study that will wind up next April as
base for "the first fact-backed budget
proposal" for operation of the growing
program here.
As Chairman of the important com
mittee, members elected Dr. Patricia
Ourada, BSU history professor, in an
organization session held at mid-month.

the assembled faculty.
Bullington used the speech to glance
back at Boise State's rapid academic and
facilities growth over the last decade.

"In planning for the decade ahead, the
characteristic flavor of the educational
experience for existing programs and
new programs must change significantly
. . . The setting for existing pl'ograms
must change, for, in a real sense, indi
viduals of university level age must
become pioneers again."
"Not pioneers as their ancestors were,
in the forest primeval, but pioneers in
the technological jungle, where no one
really knows what tomorrow will
bring . . ."

group on the overall future needs of
women's athletics and as a "watchdog"
agency to whom current program prob
lems can be referred for recommenda
tion.
The objectives range from a request to
recommend an appropriate level of
competitive emphasis for women's sports
[continued on page 3]

New courses at any of the state's insti
tutions could be "trite and superficial" if
the future needs of society are not
"seriously and intellectually pondered or
contemplated."
He Sees These Changes
As BSU seeks to meet future needs,
change could come in several areas, Bull
ington pointed out. He said in the next
[Continued on Page 3)
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Student
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By Joeelyn Fauin
One BSU senior was "buried" for the
summer in the files of the U.S. Bureau of
Reclamation and the National Archives.
Economics student Shane Bengoechea
recently returned from Washington,
D.C., where he spent his summer com
piling a 400 page policies and procedures
manual for the U.S. Bureau of Reclama
tion, Department of the Interior.
Bengoechea had not h a d previous
experience with this type of research. "I
just told them I could do the job," he
said. "I redid it four times; I even
retyped it myseH. It was difficult at
times, because it was necessary to read
between the lines, and much of the
material required interpretation," he
said.

10
I
6

Bengoechea acquired his job by writ
ing directly to former Idaho Governor,
Cecil D. Andrus, now U.S. Secretary of
the Interior, with his request to be
employed in Washington, D.C. because
of his interest in law and politics and his
wish to see the federal government in
action first hand. Andrus' office then
helped him to apply for the position with
the Bureau, he said.
The Bureau had been trying to com
pile the policies and procedures over a
period of seven years, Bengoechea said.
The finished document will probably be
available to the public after October 31.
The book will contain such items as
solicitors' opinions, opinions of the Sec
retary of the Interior, operations and
maintenance policies, interest rates, etc.
Bengoechea·, who is returning to BSU
classes this fall, expects to graduate
from BSU with a degree in Economics in
1978.

Faculty Trio
On AU-Idaho
Concert Tour
Lawrence Curtis, clarinet; William
Hsu, viola; and Madeleine Hsu, piano,
will stage a series of concerts at Idaho
universities and colleges this fall.
They will perform at BSU Oct. 6 in the
Speccenter. Other concerts are set for
Twin Falls Sept. 26 and Pocatello Oct. 6.
The concerts are open to the public.
They will feature the works of Mozart,
Brahms, Uhl, Bartok, and Debussy.
·
Curtis is the conductor of the Magic
Valley Symphony in Twin Falls and head
of the music department at the College
of Southern Idaho. William Hsu has per·
formed as principal viola in New York
orchestras. He has won f1rst prize in
violin and chamber music from the Royal
Conservatory of Brussels.
Madeleine Hsu is an associate profes
sor of piano at BSU. She has a degree
from the Julliard School of Music and is a
Ph.D. candidate at New York Univer
sity.

Parrish Honor

Mendy Graves Parrish, co-editor of
the 1976 cold-drill, ranked as the nation's
2nd-best university literary magazine by
the Coordinating Council of Literary
Magazines of New York City, has been
asked by the CCLM to serve as one of
their national judges for the 1977 maga
zine eompetition.
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The research project was conducted
by Bengoechea as part of his work as a
temporarily appointed GS-4 para-profes
sional intern in the Office of Contracts
and Repayments. The manual was put
together, Bengoechea said, by going
through the Bureau's filing system and
the National Archives, taking informa
tion from policy letters, public laws and
acts.
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Rx For Postgame Headache
They called a meeting of city, county
and BSU officials who understand
Bronco stadium postgame traffic last
week.
No one showed up.
Then they called a meeting of people
who don't understand the traffic hassle
but were willing to try a better system
this year.
Seven officials came, talked and pro
duced the system that is mapped on this
page.
It just might work, thinks Assistant
Athletic Director Ron Stephenson, who
says a computerized traffic control sys
tem may be the only long range cure.
But that, says Ada County highway
officials, won't come until 1978 at the
earliest.
Meanwhile, some new wrinkles for
1977 season may help, as follows:
Device one will be a "new improved"
traffic flow plan, to be speed-gauged by
existing traffic lights and a new posting
of traffic control officers at key stadium
exits.
Device two will be the reopening of
Campus Drive that had been a tradition
al way for drivers to leave the Boise
River end of the parking area and head
for Capitol Boulevard along the river
edge of the campus.
That route was closed last year for
installation of the campus mall. Result,
the officials agreed, was a frustration for
river·end exiters who were thus flooded
onto already clotted Broadway to fight it
out with cars pouring onto that main
street.
Here's how the new plan will try to get
Freddie Fan smoothly on his way after
the game:

by Bob c. Hall
from the SUB parking area, smart BSU
fans who use the SUB or Ad building lots
avoid traffic hassle completely.

Headfag For Broadway
Same old problem for people trying to
reach their destination by entering
Broadway from Campus Drive at the
Christ Church entrance. If cars turn left
toward Warm Springs Ave. and city
center, they should be 'home free.'
The group that gets waved right onto
Broadway faces more traffic a block
south. No clear answer exists but to
wait, be patient and obey the traffic
lights at U-Drive and Broadway.
Those drivers will be heading right
into the four-way light system that gets
the heaviest traffic of all-cars coming
onto Broadway from University Drive
heading north and south.
That University Drive flow left the
stadium in front of the Varsity Center.
They have all been herded east onto
Broadway by traffic officers who will not
allow traffic to turn west at that exit.
(Hence the favorable deal for Bronco
Lane and SUB lot parkers who will have

One lane will take him south on Grant
Street, to avoid the Broadway traffic
light wait. Two other lanes will turn
toward the Broadway traffic light, then
be allowed to sort into three lanes at the
Broadway stop light.
Lane left will be fed by the light onto
Broadway northbound to city center.
Lanes center and right will get blipped
by the light to turn south on Broadway.
After all that plotting by the combined
forces of county, city and BSU traffic
staffers, Freddie Fan should be able to
choose his direction and get there for his
post-game party with a minimum of
maneuvering.
Assistant Athletic Director Ron
Stephenson, who gathered the group
and recorded their ideas for the map on
this page, says the thing should drain
"about 200 cars per minute" from the
postgame scene.

BSU Information Director Bob C. Hall
spoke on publication cover designs and
editorial policies for university news
papers at the annual convention of the
Council for Support and Advancement
of Education, in San Francisco during
July.
With Hall at the major assembly of
university and college information and
university relations administrators was
University of Idaho's Carolyn Cron, who
led a special session of the Northwest
region CASE district member schools.
Hall said general concern of the
nation-wide assembly members, ex
pressed in speeches, workshops and
panels, was the growing crisis of cost
and complexity in higher education mass
communications projects.

Bronco LaDe Exit: Another "better"
place for Freddie to exit would be
Bronco Lane, the curving street that
connects the Student Union parking lot
with the stadium area, running behind
the Vo-Tech complex.
At the SUB exit of Bronco Lane,
Freddie can make a smooth entry west
ward to Capitol Blvd. with the new

Because two traffic lanes will be pro
vided for the Capitol Blvd.-bound flow

At Front Door
If Freddie does leave the stadium lot
"front door" at the Varsity Center, he
will find himself with three lanes to
choose, and a traffic officer controlling
his entrance to any of them.

Schools Fear
Print Costs

Campus Drive Em: Once again, a
smooth one-way flow of traffic along
Campus Drive, heading west onto Capi
tol Boulevard will be open.

advantage of the traffic light at the SUB
corner to better control traffic.

the westbound U-Drive lanes to them
selves.)

PAPAS and ldd1 aUke were loaded with
"ltufl" last month u the dorm• filled to

capacity apia.

Heavy attention was gained by Lewis
& Clark College of Portland, Oregon for
its well-coordinated "total publications"
control system, Hall said.
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Team Sets'Discover BS U' Theme
Hard

on

the

heels

of

President

Richard Bullington's mandate to focus
1977-78 emphasis on BSU's decade of
university development, a system to tell
that story statewide is under design
here.
Chief architects are the university's
promotion and publications experts. In a
series of meetings, those staffers have
taken the Bullington theme, given it a
basic slogan and designed a coordinated
system for shaping the university's pub
lic image during the year.
The basic theme is to "discover Boise
State." It summarizes, says University
Information Director Bob Hall, "the idea
repeated by Dr. Bullington in his early
1977 speeches and statements that
BSU's growth under President John
Barnes was so swift and varied that
many brilliant academic opportunities
for the public were buried in the growth
publicity. They are, in that sense, yet to
be "discovered" by potential students
and public groups who benefit from
them."
While BSU needs to tell the story on a
national basis, Hall says, one early deci
sion by the President's staff was to use
the limited publicity funds available
within the state of Idaho, as a fll'st step.
Thus, those campus agencies who play
strong "outreach" roles in speeches,
public appearances and publication mail
ings to Idaho communities will carry the
"discovery of BSU" theme in strong
teamwork, says Hall.
Firlt, A Quilty MHtap
Already, a theme-coordinated set -of
publications aimed at two key university
audiences are coming off printer's
presses for distribution during the 77-78
academic year.
They display a full-color illustration of
BSU's university program variety, in
montage art style, over the slQilan "An

sports study
(CoatJauecl from pqe I I
at BSU to a budget proposal to pay for
whatever level is recommended.
Bullington also wants the committee
to declare, after their study, how much
difference exists between the funds that
would be needed to meet their "level"
suggestion, and the amount now being
spent on that program.
Another crucial committee task will be
to decide how long it should take to close
any gap discovered between present
program emphasis and the suggested
new "level" of emphasis.
Other committee assignments are to
study the organization of women's
athletics for possible change; to make
specific personnel recommendations to
meet new emphasis suggestions they
come up with and recommend facilities
and equipment changes needed.
In a look to the long-range future, the
committee will be asked to list an actual
number of competitive sports for which
the uniyersity should gear itself in
organization and funding-and name
those sports.
Committee influence will come from
what Dr. Bullington calls a "very
balanced campus community represen
tation."
That representation allows for four
students (two active athletes), five full
time faculty members, three university
administrators, one member of the
Bronco Athletic Association and two top
Athletic department officials.
The latter are Athletic Director Lyle
Smith and Assistant Director of Ath
letics for Women Connie Thorngren.
Students are Kerry Harris, Theresa
Bailey. Holly Welsh and Terri Stancik.
Faculty are Norman Dahm, Patricia
Ourada, Gene Cooper, Connie Matson
and Jean Boyles.
Administrators are AI Hooten (Finan
cial Affairs), Richard Rapp (Financial
Aids), and Susan Mitchell (Student Resi
dential Life).

A WNG-AWAITED campus link to Julia Davis Park will be complete iD a coaple weeks as workers put the finishing touc:hes on the
Robert Gibb Memorial Footbridge this month. With U.htfag and other details to fillfsh, dedic:ation for the bridge is sc:heduled by
Oet. 22.

Opportunity For Discovery. " One pair of
bc.10klets is headed for the state's high
school seniors via High Sc:hool & Univer
sity Relations Director Jerry Davis and
his assistant Julie Norton.
That mass distribution will be her
alded, at the high schools, by a large wall
poster in duplicate artwork and theme
statement, offered for posting at the
information bulletin boards of those
schools by Davis.

coordinate a push �f the "discovery " idea
through public meetings and social
occasions that are a main staple of
alumni relations with BSU each year.
Nally says his regional alumni coordi
nators have already suggested ways to
tie in Idaho's rich mining and pioneer
tradition of discovery and exploration
into social event decorations and person
al gift items that display the "discover
BSU" suggestion.

Sports Leader� Pftc:b In
Illustrating what Hall calls "total
teamwork" on the "discovery" sales
effort, a spinoff of the cover illustration
has been developed for BSU's sports
halftime shows on K B O I radio-the
Bronco Sports Network, by Sports
Information Director Jim Faucher.

Mercy Main Man In LW...
As liaison offieer to keep the theme's
uses consistent and enthusiastic by the
many departments involved, Assistant
to the President Lee Mercy will play a
key coordinating role.
He was a main figure, with Davis,
Nally and Hall, in analysis of the Presi
dent's administrative policies set down
this past summer that led to the "dis
covery" slOgan.

He is working with Information Office
academic news editor Larry Burke to
produce 34 football and baslretball game .
interviews. Fauc:her has labeled these
"Let's Discover Boise State!" mini
programs.
Through fall and winter, a statewide
sports radio audience will hear Faucher
explore BSU's little-known academic
achievements with professors and deans
who have played key roles shaping those
study opportunities.
Alums Pick Up Theme
With high school relations workers
and the athletic department leading the
academic "discovery" campaign, another
key promotions force, the BSU Alumni
office will take up the effort this month.
"Our alumni association will concen
trate all their energies to develop a new
appreciation of BSU's undiscovered
opportunities for study and continuing
educational fulfillment among our young
alumni statewide," promises Alumni
Director Dyke Nally.
A key member of the theme develop
ment operation this summer, Nally will

"I think the -smooth startup of this
public information effort by leaders of
BSU's academic, athletic and vocational
education divisions is itself a revelation
to the public of a little-known fact about
BSU," says Mercy.
"That kind of cooperation between
agencies of this complex institution
proves the togetherness that was always
a tradition under Dr. Barnes and Dr.
Bullington. There is enthusiasm here for
teamwork, an unusual quality that
makes BSU a special new kind of univer
sity," he explained.
Pareats, Pamphlet C..e Ne:d
As followup to the early publications
that illustrate and state BSU's discovery
opportunities, and to the sports shows
that will mine the depth of academic
quality here, the sales team has more
tools on order.
Mercy and Nally will aim one major
mailing and a full round of community
social events at the parents of BSU stu-

Bullington tells BSU priority list
decade:
-Instructional methodology will prob-

-Academic programs in business and
education will continue to nourish.

ably change as computers grow faster
and "brighter. "
-Off-campus demand could result in a
human services center of studies that
will stress behavioral sciences.

-Off-campus demands will cause the
university to respond to the needs of
Idaho ethnic citizens.
-Voeational-teehnical education will
expand dramatieally.
-All instructional programs that are
eligible will be ac:c:redited.
-Men and women's athletics will have
continued success at the Big Sky level.

-Health sciences will come into its
own as one of BSU's key professional
schools.
-BSU will be one of the lead institu
tions nationally in the development of
interdisciplinary humanities studies.
-Liberal arts at BSU will b e
strengthened.

Committees For Aeademies
During his year as interim president,
Bullington said he will start two commit
tees. One will look at the next decade

dents. They'll adapt the "discovery
BSU" slogan to an organization name
that will give those parents an alumni
style relation to BSU as a special support
group, they say.
Hall and Davis are overhauling BSU's
on-campus visitor's welcoming system,
in close touch with student officials, who
play a key role in information and tour
opportunities here.
One device is a "discover BSU" guest
folder to be sold as a handy item to
campus conventioneers and meeting
guests through Your Campus Store.
Hall's publications staff will grab a
breath after completion of the year's
. first montly Focus publication (it reaches
fifteen thousan� Idahonians each issue)
then will complete design work on a
1977-78 BSU "basic information" bro
chure for handout at campus entry
points and distribution to area travel
centers.
After a career in private corporation
public relations work, Hall professes
frank surprise at the way the BSU
theme campaign has come together:
"The usual story in large corporations
and other institutions is to see an early
agreement on a promotions idea break
down against petty department rivalry
and failure to coordinate at the very top
of the system, " he says.
"I guess we started out to help people
discover the university quality at BSU
and suddently we've discovered some
thing about ourselves-we have fun
working together ...a rare thing these
days."

Ray Gone
Boise State University Career and
Financial Services advisor Joee "Ray"
Rodriquez has left BSU to take a position
at Eastern Arizona College in Thatcher,
Arizona.

[Coadaaed tro. ,...11
from an academic standpoint. It will
"contemplate the future of the institu
tion aeademieally in direct relation to
teaching, research, and service func
tions," he said.
The second committee will take a look
at BSU's instructional programs. That
group will identify program strengths
and weaknesses and possibly consider
consolidation of "the many curricular
gains over the past decade."
Later this year Bullington also said he
has planned a conference where faculty
and administrators will discuss and
debate the meaning of the university.
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Education Grad Spends

Big
Year
Ahead

It will probably be a while before
Claudia Swanson quits humming the
words to the popular son "What Color Is
God's Skin?" That's because over the
past year she thinks she's sung it about
1.000 times.

By Dyke Nally
Alumni Director

·

The Alumni Association at BSU
has an exciting fall schedule cen
tered around Bronco football for
your enjoyment.
It looks like it will be a great
year for the Broncos under head
coach Jim Criner.
The Alumni Association and the
Bronco Athletic Association invite
you to the Annual Champagne
Reception at the Union Pacific
Depot in Boise. The occasion is to
cheer the Broncos on to a winning
season. Saturday, September 24 is
the date. That's the Bronco's first
home game and what a thriller it
should be against Tony Knap's
Rebels from the University of
Nevada, Las Vegas.
Let's all meet at the Champagne
Reception at 5:30 p.m. and get the
season off to a good start. See you
at the Depot!!

Dyke

•••••••••••

Her familiarity with that and a dozen
other tunes comes from more than mere
chirping in the shower.It's the result of
a solid year on the road with the well
known "Up With People" troupe.

"We try to uplift people with our
music and dance. It's a positive idea ...
a celebration of our common humanity."
"Up With People" is known for its
international appeal, she says.Her cast,
for example, had singers from Japan,
Yugoslavia, Canada, Belgium, Mexico,
Puerto Rico, Switzerland, and Vene·
zuela. Most of them joined the cast
because they had seen the show when it
passed through their own countries.

Swanson's zig-zag year would have
done a Graylines tour operator proud. It
started with a four week training camp
in the "Up With People" headquarters in
Tucson, Arizona.
When the 500 singers broke into six
casts, Swanson's group covered t.he
Western and Southern states for the
next nine months.
In April they went through Puerto
Rico and by May were in Venezuela,

Since she left her Boise home a year
ago last spring, the daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Ken Swanson, 3711 Cabarton Lane,
Boise, has sung and danced her way
through a dozen states and two foreign
countries.
In typical "Up With People" fashion,
she reports a thrill a day since she hit the
road.
Thrill a Day
Now back home again, she remembers
when she pinned an "Up With People"
memento on South Carolina Governor
James Edwards; ate lunch at Governor
George Wallace's house; stayed in a
California commune; was drenched by
torrential rains in South America,
visited a primitive lake village in
Venezuela.
But between the "thrills" she was a
busy cog in the popular musical troupe
that took the "Up With People" message
to thousands of listeners.
That message, says Swanson, is that
"people are alike all over the world."

CLAUDIA SWANSON pins "Up With People" memento on South Carolina Governor
James Edwards during year-long tour.

��
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Jobs
Dan Mabey, Bannock County's Plan
ner the past two years, has been named
land-use commission director for the
Fort Hall Indian Reservation.
Mabey, a graduate of BSU who is also
a few credits a w a y from a master's
degree in public administration at ISU,
was recommended for the post by the
reservation's three-member land use
commission and was approved by the
Fort Hall Business Council.
Chuck Clifton is the new manager of
customer relations for the Sawtooth
Division, Intermountain Gas Co. Clifton
attended Boise State and has worked irt
the Boise office of Intermountain for two
years.
Idaho First National Bank has a n 
nounced the promotion of Stephen Holm
to Loan Officer in the bank's Orofino
office. After a year of pre-law studies,
Holm received a Bachelor of Science
degree in Public Administration from
Boise State University in 1975.
Brian Engleson has been promoted to
assistant auditor by Idaho Bank & Trust.
Engleson joined IB&T in 1974 at Boise as
a teller and worked in operations while
attending BSU. He is presently located
in Pocatello.
The new Loan Officer of Idaho First
National Bank in Council is Paul Adams
who was recently transferred from
Rupert where he h a d completed his
training program. He graduated from
BSU in 1975 with a Bachelor of Business
Administration degree.
Michael Dobson has been named
Assistant Millwork Sales Manager with
Boise Cascade's Timber and Wood Prod
ucts Division in Portland, Oregon.He is
a graduate of BSU.
Chris Ulbright has been promoted to
operations officer at the Boise main
office of Idaho First National Bank. She
joined the bank in 1971.

John G. Mueler has been named
treasurer for Ore-Ida Foods, Inc. Mueler
has been with Ore-Ida since 1967.
Ken Patterson has been named the
Mini-Cassia social services supervisor
for the state department of Health and
Welfare and works out of the Rupert
office of H& W. Patte;son is a BSU
graduate, with a Bachelor of Science
degree.
The Idaho First National Bank an
nounced the appointment of Donald D.
Dalton as Operations Officer at the
bank's Idaho Falls office.
He was graduated from BSU in 1973
with a Bachelor of Science degree and
has since completed courses on Bank
Operations and Personnel Administra
tion with the American Institute of
Banking.
Randy Teall has been appointed assis
tant manager of the Osburn branch of
the First National Bank of North Idaho.
A native of Coeur d' Alene, he grad
uated from the Coeur d' Alene High
School, later receiving his B.A. degree
in 1972 from BSU.
Karl E. Wiegers was honored August
18 aS outstanding chemistry teacher at
the University of Illinois at Urbana
Champaign.
Wiegers, who earned a degree from
BSU before entering UIUC in 1974, will
receive a doctorate from the university
in October and be a visiting assistant
professor in the department of chem
istry.
Eloise Skinner has been selected by
the Canyon County Historical Society as
curator of its museum in the old railroad
depot on Front Street.Eloise is a Nampa
native and has a B.A. degree in social
sciences from BSU.
William Wozniak has joined the mar
keting department of the J.R. Simplot
Company's Food Division as supervisor,
Design Services. He graduated in 1969
with a B.A. degree in commercial design
from BSU.

Mrs. Diana Rutledge is Parma's new
city librarian. She is a graduate of BSU,
where she was an English and Second
ary Education major. She also took
library training while at BSU.
Ronald R. Cooper has been promoted
to staff sergeant in the U.S. Air Force.
Cooper, a physician assistant, is
assigned at Fairchild AFB, W A. He
attended Boise State University.
Leslie G. Lake graduated magna cum
laude from BSU in May and has accepted
a position as staff accountant with
Arthur Anderson and Company in Boise.
He will be in the audit division of the
CP A firm.
Cynthia Rinaldi has been promoted to
Operations Officer at the Idaho First
National Bank's Sandpoint office. Rinaldi
attended BSU before receiving a degree
in accounting from the College of Idaho
in 1975.
The Mountain Home Library Artist
of-the-Month is Jennifer De Grassi. She
is a teacher of arts, crafts and pottery at
the Mountain Home High School and
teaches batik and pottery part-time at
BSU, and is currently working on her
Master of Arts degree at Boise State.
Dennis Ward has been appointed
district manager for Massachusetts
Mutual Life Insurance Co.in the Magic
Valley area. Ward graduated from Boise
State University and since 1974 has been
working out of the Boise agency.
Daniel S. Looney has been appointed
to the new position of manager of the
Idaho First National Bank's Trust Office
for Eastern Idaho. Looney completed
graduate work at BSU, and has been
with the bank for 7 years.
The appointment of Timothy Jewell as
manager of the Salmon office of First
Security Bank of Idaho has been

announced.

Jewell, a Nampa native, attended
BSU and joined the First Security Bank
in 1967.

Marie A. Bidep.neta has been pro·
moted to manager of the construction
loan department for the Boise Division of
Sherwood & Roberts, Inc.
Ms. Bideganeta has been with S & R
since 1974 and she was previously a loan
officer with the firm. She has attended
Boise State University and has also been
active in the Home Builders Assoc., of
Southweste rn Idaho, Home Builders
Auxiliary and the Idaho Mortgage
Bankers Assoc.
Donna Furuyama, a graduate of BSU,
has been named manager of financial
accounting for Ore-Ida Foods, Inc.,
headquartered in Boise.She joined Ore
Ida in 1975 and most recently was super
visor in inventory accounting. She has a
bachelor's degree in business adminis
tration.

Weddings
St. John's Cathedral, Boise, was the
scene of the September 10 wedding of
Mary Ann Campbell and Mick McLaugh
lin. She was graduated from BSU and is
employed by Richard L. Adams, paint
ing contractor.
Mick is also a graduate of BSU, and is
currently employed by McLaughlin Log
ging, Ontario.
Janette Daniel and Kenneth Bunn
were wed June 25 in Payette.The bride
is a graduate of Boise State University
and is employed by Treasure Valley'
Opportunities, Inc. in Ontario.Her hus
band is employed as an instructor at
Tualatin Valley Workshop in Hillsboro,
Oregon.
Connie Harvey and Patrick Pathtel
were married June 11. The bride grad
uated from BSU last year with a bache
lor of arts degree in elementary educa
tion. She is employed by Sears, Boise.
Her husband is currently attending
BSU, where he is majoring in business
management.

'ii=ocus
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"Up" Year
where they stayed for six weeks. Most of
the time was spent in the capital city of
Caracas, but the show went to other
nearby cities. The cast performed two
and three times daily for schools, hos·
pitals and government groups, including
the Venezuelan Congress.
Like everywhere else, the cast lived
with private families, an experience
which she says allowed her to see a
country or city "from the inside out."
To leap the language barrier, t h e
former Capital H i g h School graduate
says she used "lots of hand gestures and
smiled constantly."
One of her favorite experiences during
the Venezuelan swing was a visit to an
Indian village perched on stilts in the
middle of a lake. It was an education to
see the people living like they had for
centuries, she explains.
She says torrential rains would often
drench the performers in the middle of
their show and they were constantly
taking down and putting up the compli·
cated sound equipment. But the crowds
never left, despite the delays.
Only once did the crowds get hostile.
That was at a university, where the cast
was interrupted by anti-American dem
onstrators who cut off power sources
several times.
They Like the Message
But on the whole, she says Venezuelan
audiences got the "Up With People"
message loud and clear.Unlike the more
restrained U.S. crowds, she says the
South Americans tried to get as close to
the singers as possible.

"Before the shows were over, they
were almost on the stage singing with
us," she laughs."And they all knew the
words."
Swanson never did get to perform in
her hometown, but she did pass through
Boise after a swing in north Idaho.The
bus didn't even stop.
But she did get to sing in Ontario. And
she spent Thanksgiving in Idaho . .. in
Montpelier.
Now those hurried days are over. A
Boise State University graduate in edu
cation, Swanson v:ill face hurry of a dif
ferent kind this fall when she starts a
teaching career in Eagle's third grade.

Go To Reno
Boise State Alumni is offering a
weekend in Reno for the BSU-Reno
football game including two nights
accommodations at the Mapes Ho
tel, game tickets, transportation
and a fun package of coupons.
The Alumni invites all boosters
and friends to a pre-game brunch
being held at the Mapes at 11 a.m.
which is also included in the Reno
package.
Departure from Boise will b e
Friday, October 1 4 on Hughes
Air West 727 and return is Oct. 16.
For further information, contact
the Alumni Office at 385-1959/1720.

Bashes Begin---....

So far, no one has fallen in the goldfish ponds; Dan Riley holds the
record for the fastest time from the railroad gardens to Bronco
Stadium; one year Gib Hochstrasser played jazz so hot the Vista
traffic tangled up for blocks to listen.
Those and some other less-statistical records for fun and fellowship
have been set annually at Boise's most enduring pre-game football
bash- the Annual Champagne Reception before an opening Bronco
home football game at the lovely landscape of the Union Pacific Depot
park.
It is the 1977 official first event for the BSU Alulmni Association
77-78 social schedule that sticks close to ·football-based parties and
dances through fall. This year, the champagne gathering at the depot
grounds will precede the Bronco clash with the Rebels of University of
Nevada-Las Vegas.
Cork time is 5 p.m., with Bronco alumni invited on an open-invita
tion basis for champagne and hors d'oeurves until game time that
evening, Saturday, September�.
September 24
Nevada Las Vegas in Boise, 7:30p.m.; Champagne
Reception: Depot Gardens, 5-7 p.m.
October 1
Montana State in Boise, 7:30p.m.; Pre-game Tail
gate Party: Stadium Parking lot, 5:30p.m.
October 15
Nevada Reno at Reno, NV, 1:30 p.m.; Pre-game
Social, 11 a.m.
NovemberS
Idaho State in Boise, 1:30 p.m.; Homecoming
Dance/Social
November26
University of Idaho at Moscow,
Pre-game Social, 6 p.m.

7:30 p.m.;

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Ruth Marie Freund became the bride
of Bruce Palmer on May 28 at St.John's
Episcopal Church in Idaho Falls.
She graduated in 1973 from Skyline
High School in Idaho Falls and from the
University of Idaho in 1977 with a
degree in accounting. He was a 1973
graduate of Nampa High School.
He graduated in 1973 from Boise State
University with a degree in auto mech
anics and is currently attending the Uni
versity of Idaho, where he will graduate
in December with a degree in wildlife
management.
Allen Eugene Lavelle and Susan Lynn
Buttner were married July 4 in Ann
Morrison Park. The bridegroom, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Samuel J. Bell, Nampa, is
a graudate of the United State Military
Academy, and is currently in the MBA
program at Boise State University.The
bride is a graduate of Colby College and
Boise State University.
An August 13 wedding united Randy
[Radar) Birkinbine and Becky Guthrie.
Radar is a senior at BSU and a member
of the Alumni office staff, while his bride
is employed by the Vo-Tech office at
BSU.
Ann Lee and Warren Robinson were
wed May 21. The bride received her
Master's degree in Business Administra
tion from BSU, and is currently
employed as a personnel officer at Idaho
First National Bank.
Her husband received his Master's
degree also in business administration
from BSU, and is presently employed as
a financial analyst with Intermountain
Gas Co.
An August 20 wedding united Peggy
Lenz and Carl Sturdy in the Zion
Lutheran Church. She graduated in 1974
with an associate degree from Boise
State University. She is a registered
nurse at St. Luke's Hospital in Boise.
Karl Wiegers and Susan Krauss were
married June 3 in Urbana, Ill. Karl is a
1973 graduate of BSU and is a graduate
student in chemistry at the University of
Dlinois.

Married July 14 were Linda Fowers
and Tom Huffman.She is a 1977 grad
uate of Boise State University, while her
husband is a student at Oregon State
University. They will be making their
home-in Corvallis.
Julie Ann Hirai became the bride of
Ron Okubo in a June 11 wedding.
The bride, a 1975 graduate of BSU, re
ceived a bachelor of science degree in
Elementary Education and had taught
for two years in Butteview Elementary
School at Emmett.
Her husband graduated from Pros
thetics-Orthotics School of Medicine,
University of Washington.

A July 15 wedding united Sandra
Rosti and Mike Myers. Sandra is a grad
uate of BSU and has been employed as a
teacher for four years by the Meridian
School District.
Mark Barham and Claudette Vail were
married July 9. She is a BSU graduate
and is employed by Stauffer Chemical
Co.
Boisean Steve Smith was graduated
from Georgetown University M a y 2 2
with a Bachelor o f Arts degree i n Gov
ernment. Smith attended BSU before
transferring to Georgetown in 1975.
Sherilyn Samaan, a piano student of

Boise newlyweds are Mr. and Mrs.
William B. Bennett, [Lorraine K.
Jeffries], who were married June 11.
The bride is a BSU graduate employed
by American Strevell. Her husband
attends Boise State and works for Davis
Foods.

BSU Associate Professor Madeleine
Hsu, recently won a Graduate Assistant
ship of $2800 for studies at the BSU
Department of Music.
Born in the Republic of Honduras, she
graduated in 1972 with a Bachelor of
Music from Walla Walla College.

Susan Mosco and Clarence Pond were
wed June 24 at Grace Episcopal Church.
The bride graduated from Boise State
University along with her husband. He
is employed by Devco, Inc., Boise.

Lindi Bower and Frank Archer were
married August 20 at St. Mary's i n
Boise. Lindi graduated from BSU, and is
presently a nurse at St. Alphonsus Hos
pital. Her husband attended BSU and is
currently employed with Big 0 Tires in
Boise.

• •••

Charlea J. Warre n, who has received·
three degrees from Boise State Univer
sity, was named as the Idaho States·
man's "Portra•. of a Distinguished Citi
zen." Warren received three certificates
from BSU: management in 1969, law and
small business in 1968, and marketing in
1971.
Mrs. Marilyn Moulton, Fruitland, has
been elected president of Alpha N u
Idaho State chapter of the Delta Kappa
Society International for the 1977-79
biennium.
Bruce and Toni [Riddle) Becklund are
parents of a daughter, Anne Elizabeth,
born June 23 in Medford, Oregon. Bruce
is manager of Western Farmers Associa
tion and Toni, a 1974 BSU graduate in
English-Secondary Education, is a sub
stitute teacher.
Timothy Hayden, a 1970 BSU grad
uate, has been named a Fellow by the
Life Management Institute. A candi
date for the designation of Fellow must
pass three·hour examinations on each of
seven basic insurance subjects and a six
hour examination in a specialized field.
Karola Carpenter, the wife of BSC
alumnus John Carpenter, was in Ger
many this summer for her first visit to
her homeland since 1964.
She came to Boise in 1961. She resided
with the William Eberle family, where
she worked for three years as house
keeper and companion to the three chil
dren of the former U.S. ambassador.
In 1964 she married John Carpenter.
He is owner of the House of Flowers in
Boise's Collister Shopping Center.

ltosemary Judge became the bride of
John McClenahan June 4. Rosemary is a
graduate of Boise State University, and
is presently employed by the Health and
Welfare in Boise. The groom also
attended BSU, and is employed as a
plumber.
Pamela Boyington and James Brilz
were wed June 11. The bride attended
Boise State University, while her hus
band is a graduate of Gonzaga Univer
sity.
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Sherilyn Samaan
She worked as a registered nurse at
Mercy Medical Center and is presently
living in Meridian with her husband
Philipp Samaan, a Minister for the
Adventist Church.
Sherilyn will present a piano recital
next spring as a part of her require
ments for a Master in Music.

Oasis Plays
The band Oasis will play for a Sept. 17
dance sponsored by the Students Tran
scendental Meditation Society. The
dance is open to the public and will start
at 8:30 p.m. in the SUB Ballroom.
Admission is S2.50 each.
Oasis is a six piece jazz/rock band that
recently was featured in KBSU's concert
series.
·
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FOCUS Perspective
Bureaucrats Keep Ship Steady
A bureaucrat is not the lowest polecat on the public's roster of
esteemed professions. But we sure hang in there, along with street
pounding, purse-swinging members of the earth's oldest profession;
newspaper reporters; and certain Sicilians with an ace of spades tatooed
on the back of their hands.
Let's hear it, then, for the desk-denizens at Boise State University
who have ground stubbornly through a summer of angst, switched
Presidents and several comforting old operations policies and-violal
got 1977-78 studies year off and humming with nary a costly stumble.
Oh, there was some minor rumbling about dysfunction during a radical
registration operation. But all patients emerged secure in the classes
they needed, if some missed ones they wanted.
And there were, predictably, a few carping groans over new Presi
dent Bullington's pointed public emphasis on BSU academics operations
as first-come, first-served activity here.As he has since demonstrated in
some more precise wording "academic achievement" and, more impor
tant, demonstrated personal actions, "Dick" Bullington considers
athletics and vocational education just as much a vital partner in the
BSU mission to be accomplished as he always did before they pushed him
into the hot chair.
On the long, night bus ride from Ogden, Dick and Pat jammed in the
fourth seat from the front, happily enduring taped rock, the poking
knees of the athletes behind them and Ron Stephenson's snores. Dr.
Bullington stayed fresh enough to deliver a considerable sales pitch for
some of his pet academic improvement programs to coaches and jocks
alike. The week before, while some wavered, he had pressed steadily for
a duplicate dedication operation that will link both the new vocational
and technical buildings with BSU's $5-million Science-Education Phase
One structure in press and public attention.
While Dr. Bullington eased his way by such careful routes into leader
ship, his considerable tax-paid supply of bureaucrats polished up a
bigger better-tailored summer school than ever and sent it smoothly
through its gears; wrestled through two early falls and a final victory
over registration for fall term; rounded up some disparate parts of the
administrative staff and got them blended behind a total public relations
teamwork project. By this month, everyone was parked, paid and
producing top-flight higher education for the school's largest student
body yet.
And, wonder of wonders, all of that without a serious press cause
celebre, a student body protest or staff infight. Sure, we're in a honey
moon phase. Sure, the well-built momentum machined by Dr. John
Barnes carried much of the day. But to two old veterans with new oppor
tunities to lead-Dick Bullington and Gerry Wallace-the trick was' to
use that to the maximum while it lasts, a maneuver other institutions
have sometimes blown badly.
To BSU's bureaucrats, the months just passed were a chance to prove
that the taxpayers' investment in all those payrolls, desks and copy
machines was for solid continuity at an institution too costly and complex
to run by fits and starts.
They did prove it and we're proud to be one of them.
BCH

Getting Too Big?
Ever since he passed away last summer, we've missed his warm, bear
hug handshakes.In his robust way, Bob Gibb seemed to personify Boise
State ... friendly, sincere and concerned about people as individuals. To
him, there wasn't a person on campus who didn't have a face and a name.
Most of our morning greetings happened while we were hanging
around the Ad Building post office. People like Bob Gibb and ourselves
always enjoyed the small town atmosphere where professors and admin
istrators chit-chatted in scenes that happen every day on Main Street
America.
Like Bob Gibb, there was something in that gossipy place, something
that reassured us that BSU was at heart nothing more than a small
town. In these days of "interdisciplinary" everything, it was one place
where statisticians and sociologists could get together for a visit. It was,
in fact, the closest thing BSU had to a faculty club. For news gathering
potential, Inez's world was unsurpassed.
But Bob Gibb and his post office hangout are both gone now, the latter
sacrificed on the altar of efficiency and moved to an off campus location.
With their departure, BSU has slipped one more step toward being that
faceless, nameless place that everybody insists it isn't.
Next we'll see the installment of pneumatic tubes to carry the mail and
computers to sort it. Instead of Inez's friendly greetings, someone like
AreTwoDeeTwo will appear on closed circ.uit television to warn us not to
LB
fold, spindle or mutilate.
S.rvlcee, Boise State Unlver.lty, 1810
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Nancy Lester ... carole Moore

"If you think we've a parking problem, wait till the rest head for the
Broadway stoplights.!"

Watdl YOtl'
Microfacts

Whenever I begin to research a topic, I
am reminded of the good advice a former
chemistry professor taught me. His con
tention was to always examine·any sub·
ject in terms of what he called the micro·
fact.
What I am trying to emphasize is this:
whenever you're researching a topic in
academia or even launching a new prod
uct in unfamiliar waters in business look out. The unexpected lurks just
below the surface. I might put it this
way: In both marine navigation and in
higher education, you really don't have
to worry about the big hazards
the
rocks that jut out - the obvious big facts the macrofacts. Everyone seeks these
and, for the most part, identifies them
very well. What you must be concerned
about are the submerged rocks, the
reefs, or the shoals. You can't see them
from the shore; nor is it easy to di!lcern
these threatening little facts - the micro
facts.
•

The David Theory
Significantly, it is recognized by very
few people, it's often the microfacts that
determine success or guarantee failure.
It is called the David Theory: A single
David · one unknown microfact · can slay
a massive Goliath - mega quantities of
macrofacts.
Even in business or in industry as well
as in higher education, carefully planned
products or essays foundered because
someone didn't happen to know one only just one · mierofac:t.
Even in my field of genetics, a single
unknown microfact had a profound effect
on a food technology outfit. The com
pany decided the ice cream business
looked especially attractive. The food
technology people went about i� "logi-

cally." They gathered reams of data on
weather temperatures, population den·
sities, and available age groups. All of
these data when meticulously analyzed
by a computer, clearly established an
extraordinary market potential in the
Deep South.
However, there was one crucial micro·
fact they learned too late · a few million
dollars too late. A high percentage of
American Blacks have a genetic factor
which does not allow them to digest lac
tose, common milk sugar. Since they
suffer lactose intolerance, ice cream
causes severe digestive disturbances.
Consequently, they did not buy the ice
cream.

White il Death
What was the one microfact i t
didn't know? To most Orientals, white is
the color of death! Here the company
made a drastic mistake.
In the pharmaceutica l industry, a
microfact concerning cultural anthro
pology was neglected. It was a sad
experience of an American pharmaceu
tical company that decided to go inter
national. As a preliminary, it made
meticulously detailed studies of world
wide disease patterns and decided to
focus on the Far East. It assembled
an entire new line of drugs with well
translated labels in multilanguages
printed on spankingly attractive white
packages.
David and Goliath
Another classieal case I recall as a
child is when frozen orange juice first
came on the market. All the companies
spent millions qf dollars advertising the
qualities of freshness, vitamin C content
and so on. However, the word "concen
trated" had to be scrubbed from pack
ages then because too many people
thought it had something to do with
Bishops and Popes. Now it is, of course,
widely accepted.
Therefore, watch out for the micro
facta. Remember, it was tiny David who
slew mightly Goliath and with a few
small pebbles - the microfacts.
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Grant Supports Dig
Two Boise State University professors
have received a $20,000 grant from the
Bureau of Land Management for a n
archeological excavation along the Snake
River near King Hill.
Mario Delisio and Elton Bentley have
already started preliminary trench work
and mapping in the area located where
Clover Creek flows into the Snake River.
They estimate their work will take about
two years.
According to project director Delisio,
Clover Creek will be the first major
"open" site studied along the Snake
River. Other archeological digs near the
river have been in caves or rock shelters.
The open site could yield artifacts that
are different from those previously
studied.
He adds that the study could also turn
up information about the Lake Bonne
ville flood which swept through the
valley between 18-30,000 years ago.
The 200 yards wide by half mile long
Indian site could date back to prehistoric
times, Delisio says. Since it is located in
a part of the Snake where there are
rapids, it could have been a center of

heavy Salmon fishing.
Delisio says the site has been well
known for years by amateur artifact
hunters. The BLM commissioned the
study so the area could be examined
scientifically before it was totally
destroyed.
The preliminary work will be con
ducted during the school year. Next
summer Delisio and associate director
Bentley will operate a field school there
for student archeologists.

Women Get$$

Already making news for its rapid
growth at l:JSU, the women's intercol
legiate athletic program reached another
symbolic milestone this month. Univer
sity Gifts and Endowments Director
Dave Lambert reported the first cash
gift recorded to that program's new
scholarship funding drive.
From the Ram Corporation of Tacoma,
Washington came a check for $250,
tagged for use to assist a scholar-athlete
in the BSU women's athletic program.

Meet
The BSU Foundation
By David Lambert
Development Director

The Development Office at Boise State University is one of the newer campus offices.
It came into being three years ago when the university's administration moved to equip
the school with a means of seeking and receiving supplemental funds. Since that time,
the office has been able to secure a steady growth in gifts and funds coming to BSU from
private sources. To raise these funds, the university has the services of the BSU Foun
dation as well as the Development Office. Although separate entities, these two units
are closely aligned. They work to raise money, manage gifts, and coordinate needs of
the various university units.
Work Together

The relationship between the Development Office and the Boise State University
Foundation, Inc., a non-profit foundation that was originally set up in 1964 as the Boise
CoUege Fund, Inc., is close enough that the Executive Secretary of the BSU Foundation
is another role played by the Director of Development.
The Articles of Incorporation state that the Foundation will receive gifts, donations,
and grants of money or property directly or in trust for Boise State University and will
hold and manage these gifts for the exclusive benefit of the institution. The Foundation
is directed by a Board of Directors and Trustees who serve without compensation and
meet at least once a year to review and direct the Foundation's activities. An eight
member Board of Directors takes care of the Foundation's ongoing business.
The Office of Development acts as the central receiving point for donations. Gifts or
grants coming to the institution may be received directly by Boise State University or
by the Foundation, depending on the wishes and stipulations of the donor. In either
instance, the donations are processed by the Development Office.
Fund Mailed

Each year an Annual Fund appeal is mailed out to the University's Alumni and
friends. This campaign consists of three appeals: fall, winter, and late spring. The
appeals are done under the auspices of the Boise State University Foundation, Inc., and
the proceeds of the Annual Fund are returned to the institution.
Gifts of real and personal property such as art objects, real estate and securities are
also received by the Office of Development. The office is charged with the responsibility
of preparing all gift receipts, providing the necessary publicity, and reporting the gifts
to the State Board.
In addition to serving the private donors, the Development Office acts a a coordinat
ing and clearing house for outgoing, non-research proposals from the University's
various schools and units to private individuals, foundations, and corporations. The
office provides assistance in proposal preparation, and names of private granting foun
dations or corporations most likely to help our units in their search for funds.
A coordinated effort is essential if successful results are to be realized. This office
assists all units with fiscal management of such funds, regardless of whether these
funds are placed in university accounts or in the endowed funds held by the BSU
Foundation.
Encourages and Assists

The role of the Development Officer is to encourage private individuals, corporations,
foundations, alumni, businesses, and professional organizations to make gifts and
grants to Boise State University. He must assist the Deans and Departments in their
search for funds. Many large gifts are often initiated by staff members through their
personal and private contacts. The role of the Development Office then is to aid both the
staff member and the donor to facilitate the best transfer of the gift for the benefit of all
parties concerned. This is particularly true with respect to major gifts-in-kind.
The Development Office is presently moving into the area of Deferred Gifts such as
Annuity Trusts, Unit Trusts, and Pooled Income Funds. In these instances, the Devel
opment Office will help donors give to BSU a gift of money or property and in return the
institution agrees to pay the donor or his heirs an annual income for their lifetime.
When these agreements end as a result of the death of the donors, the institution
acquires what is left in the trust. These arrangements have great mutual benefits for
both the donor and the institution.
Information concerning donations or gifts to Boise State University or the Boise State
University Foundation, Inc., may be received by calling the Development Office,
385-3276. This office will be happy to answer any questions concerning matters relating
to Deferred Gifts or Estate Planning matters.

THESE BOISE STATE Song Leaders came home from a workshop in Santa Barbara
with a "Superiority Trophy" and "Spirit Sticks" for their enthusiasm. The award
winning group includes top row, from left, LouAnne Burstedt, Jerrie Sievers, Aleta
Sales, Earla Minor, Kathy Williams, Teresa Waldram, and Penne Rivers. At bottom
are Dave Barren and Duane Buress.

'Other Post Office Open
The Other Bookstore has become the
"other" Post Office. BSU Postal Services
have now moved into 2021 University
Drive froni smaller quarters in t h e
Administration Building.
Campus mail delivery is now twice a
day, in contrast to mail box pick up of
previous years. "I'm very happy at the
ease of making the change," Postal Ser
vices Supervisor Inez Keen said. "We
desperately needed larger quarters."
Stamps and package mailing will no
longer be provided by the campus mail
ing office. However, stamps will now be
sold at the SUB information desk, Keen
said. A postal drop is also located at the
SUB.
Fourteen work-study students a n d
two full-time employees assist in dis
tributing a n d mailing out t h e large

Profs Probe

Geologists from Boise State Univer
sity have received a contract to map
uranium deposits in the Gas Hills area of
Wyoming, 100 miles west of Casper.
Principle investigator Jim Applegate,
professor Paul Donaldson and five BSU
students spent three weeks in Wyoming
conducting seismic tests that will pin
point the uranium deposits.
The research is being funded by a
$75,000 grant from the Energy a n d
Resource Development Agency (ERDA).
It is administered by the Bendix Field
Engineering Corporation and equipment
is provided by Geophysical Services,
Inc.
In addition to his leadership of this
study, Applegate has done other geolo
gical investigations at Raft River, Cas
cade, Portneuf Valley, and the Boise
Front.
Students on the project are Kirk Vin
cent, Prent Kallenberger, Don Foss, and
Steve Harris, all Boise, a n d T r a c y
Moens, Coeur d'Alene.

New Machine
Analysis of chemical compounds will
become more precise at the BSU geology
department this year, using a new
atomic-systems machine donated to that
department by a Boise-based consulting
engineering firm.
Valued at $4-thousand, an atomic
absorption spectrophotometer has been
sent to BSU by the firm, Kershner and
Mashburn. Department professors Jim
Applegate and Ray Guillemette will
supervise installation and use o f the
machine for research and classroom
experiments.

volume of campus mail. Four routes JJJ".P_
used for pickup and delivery, Keen said,
with a new Cushman vehicle being used
for campus buildings on the perimeter
and carts in use on central campus.
"Security is one of our problems with
the new system," Keen said. "We used
to be able to keep a close watch over
things when we had the boxes." Another
problem, she said, is the difficulty of
scheduling student workers around their
class hours. The changeover has run
smoothly, though, and Keen hopes most
BSU personnel will enjoy the n e w
delivery service.

Researcher
Boise State University senior Craig
Hoover has joined a research group that
will study the effects that a third power
generator at Anderson Ranch Dam will
have on the fish population in that area.
Four students and a senior research
biologist from the Idaho Fish and Game
Department are working on the study
centered around the dam located on the
South Fork of the Boise River near
Mountain Home.
The third generator is expected to be
used during periods of high electrical
need.
In addition to the new study, t h e
group has been conducting a "creel cen
sus" since 1974. The group is studying
abundance, distribution patterns, move
ment, growth and a g e of t h e fish.
Stomach samples of fish are taken to
determine what insects they eat. The
effects of the generator on those insects
will also be studied.

H-P Gives
Because, he says, "Boise State Uni
versity and its students have had a signi
ficant impact on the development of our
Boise division," a Hewlett-Packard elec
tronics official has announced the gift of
some $30-thousand worth of computer
hardware to BSU, this month.
N. 0. Williams, Corporate Donations
Manager for the Boise-based maker of
computer hardware and electronic sys
tems, thus aimed eight computer termi
nals ready for use, at a special need of the
BSU School of Business.
Williams says he hopes the computers
will be used in the Business school to
increase that school's capabilities in com
puter based research for the graduate
students.
·

"We want students to become aware
of the exciting technology now available
in the computer field," he says.
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Sweet Old Bob's

Sportin' Life
by Bob C. HaU

On Whizzer, 'Magic' and Maxim 13
Older than a Paul J. Schneider pun is the Original Coaching Maxim

�o. 14 that saith "You can take a boy out of the country but don't expect
�Im to play runni�g back." (Maxim 1� is "It isn't the size of the dog in the
.
fight tha� counts;. It .s the size
of �he fight . . . etc.) Like all sage sayings,

that one IS for WI�e men to consider and fools to follow slavishly. Some
wonderful weavmg runners came out of Indian reservations (Jim
Thorpe), sawmill towns (Whizzer White) and vacant Pacific islands
(Squirmin' Herman Wedemeyer).

Still, the logic-link to the adage seems proven by performance and by
numbers. To wit: a kid raised ducking cops in narrow alleys and scaling
brownstone drain spouts to see his girl friend on the fourth floor is a
better ducker, faster, than one whose worst enemy is named Olaf, living
over in the next county. By paying proper homage to such coaching
creeds, Jim Criner has filled his stable with townie types likely to break
every Bronco rushing record from Gus Urr�sti through Bob Mays to
John Smith.
While exceptional runners still show up on the roster (but Mitch Britz
man studied brute ball in the lee of the University of Idaho's sophisti
cated example at Moscow, so that isn't totally small town background)
the rest represent a roll call of metro mobility. Already, the well-kept
secret that was Cedri<; Minter (Borah of Boise) has been blown by Magic
Minter's unexpected threat to the job security of Sacramento speedster
Fred Goode in the early going. If those two wear each other out in their
"can you top this?" dazzle duel, two more urban whiz kids proved in the
spring alumni-varsity battle they'll keep Bronco opponents grasping air.
They're James Jackson from Birmingham, Alabama and Bob
McCutcheon from San Francisco, California. You think a Birmingham
black isn't elusive?
Explain Caldwell and Cashmere!
While Chris Bell, Buhl, Idaho's A-2 back of the year last year, matches
Britzman as evidence exceptions DO exist, the hammering, running and
blocking of David Hughes at fullback the past two weeks (Hawaii) is
powerful emphasis that a Hawaiian Back-Of-The-Year (he was) is more
likely to understand the repetitive beating from very large lineman than
a youth of similar age and skills from Buhl. Add to that argument Angelo
Dillon, San Franciscan getting the playing time that Hughes doesn't.
Then there's Nick Androlowicz of Sacramento, Hoskin Hogan of
Compton, Calif.; Keven McDonald out of Idaho Falls where high school
league competition is simply the best in the west; JeH Mott of Boise High
and Dee Pickett from Caldwell.

DOWN for safety goes Morris Bledsoe
under control at Wildcat stadium.

[13]

Safety
by Jim Faucher

It would be fair to say that Weber
State's fullback Eric Hill was having
himself quite a game. In the first half
against the Boise State Broncos, he had
21 carries for a very impressive 115
yards.
Then something happened.
In the second half, Hill's yardage on
the ground was a minus three yards and
,
as a team Weber State's net yardage for
the game was just 97 yards.
What had happened? What had caused
the big turnaround? It was a combina
tion of things including the experience of
the Boise State defense and the ability of
the Bronco coaches to recognize the pre
dictability of the Wildcat offense.
Here's how Bronco defensive coordi
nator Bill Dutton puts it: "We were con
fident that because of our experience we
could make the necessary adjustments
we had to make. Prior to the game we

•

in grasp of Doug Scott

•

•

[75)

as Bronco defense

IsDut

most cases, that pressure was put on by
linebacker Larry Polowski ... Polowski
forced the play," Dutton said.

The Bronco coach also said that after
the first half, the BSU coaches w�re able
to predict WSC's plays, especially the
first down ones. "We had a breakdown
and plotted everything they did in cer
tain situations. This really helped us as
we were fairly sure we knew what they
would do," he said.
"We were tremendously pleased with
the job our defense did and the way we
jelled as a defensive unit. We had the
experience, made the adjustments and
shut them off."
Those cited by Dutton for their play
were linebackers Willie Beamon, Larry
Polowski and Bob Macauley along with
defensive tackles Vince Mendiola and
Chris Malmgren. Defensive backs Sam
Miller and Ralph Angstman also drew
praise.
"Vince Mendiola played the best game
he has ever played for Boise State,"

Caldwell?· That's almost as small a town as Cashmere, Washington,
which is where Bronco Craig Owens played quarterback before Coach
Criner assayed his 200-pound bod' and took the ball awa:y from him and
made him a fullback (ten yards per carry in last spring's alumni game).
We'll STILL give you the Caldwells and Cashmeres, take the Boise's
and Birminghams and lose you in the trees. Besides, Dee Pickett
happens to have learned how to hit a calfs flying hocks, off a running
horse, with a 36-inch loop on a twenty-yard rope, within ten seconds of a
"gimme" start for the calf. After that, you ought to be able to drill a
football into Terry Hutt's ear from any distance, Caldwell or not.
Who figured on a calf-roping quarterback when they passed Maxim
14?

Non-Athletes From Any Sized Town
None of the above will be taken seriously by the sports-scribing types
who follow the Broncos for fun and facts to be told in next days edition.
From Gotham and Genessee they come, ALL totally out of shape. In
Ogden, KIVI (6) Brad Mink kept waving a tennis racquet under Jim
Faucher's nose to prove he's no fink Mink, but seemed secretly relieved
no one of his brethren could get enough breath back from closing their

typewriter covers to challenge.
Listeners to Paul J .'s patened KBOI perorations could hear Jim
Faucher's gasps for revival, after he whizzed up the Wildcat stadium
stairs bearing to Paul J. the precious postgame interview with Coach
Criner. At that, Faucher may be a better athlete than the rest. Larry
Maneely is KPTV's coach-quibbler is rarely seen without a comely assis
tant to help carry his camera. At Ogden, her cat-quick reflexes saved
Larry a facelift on the tartan track when a barrage of Wildcat and
Bronco bodies bore down on him at the sidelines. She hollered "watch
it!"; Maneely made a move for the exits in three bounds, was bone
weary the rest of the game.
That leaves, of course, Jim Poore, the Idaho Statesman sports savant
who doesn't even WANT to get out that pressbox chair. He hangs tough
to the counsel of Dr. Robert Hutchins, the U. Chicago President who
killed the football program there and rebutted critics of that move with
the personal policy, "Everytime I get the temptation to engage in
athletic activity I go lie down a while until it goes away."

PLAYERS TAKE 'D' PLAN to field to frustrate Weber rushing game, with result
above. Attackers are Chris Malmgren [70], Larry Polowski [47], Willie Beamon [55)
and Dave William (58).

AFTER
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Cross Country '77
May be Broncos Best
for their first competition, Sept. 17, at a
five-way meet in Fresno, Calif.
Jacoby lost four Broncos who finished
in the top 10 at last year's Big Sky Con
ference championships, but he feels that
he has gained a lot of new talent for the
upcoming season. That talent includes
three freshmen Oregonians: Stan Link
from Milwaukee; Dave Steffens, Lake
Oswego; and Gene Stone, Gresham.
Link and Steffens were ranked near the
top 15 in high school rankings last year.
They were also in the top four in cross
country and track last year in Oregon .
. Stone was a fine halfmiler and cross
country runner for Centennial High.

Boise State cross country coach Ed
Jacoby calls his 1977 team the "most
talented" squad he has ever had and that
includes last year's Big Sky champion
ship team. But, Jacoby adds, his 1977
team lacks collegiate experience.
The BSU men harriers are preparing

Two Join
Fern. Staff

DEFENSE is plotted in pressbox by Defensive Coordinator Bill Dutton, relayed
to units on sidelines by Assistant Chuck Banker [above].

n's

'D'

said. "He got our winning effort
had the players who under
defensive concepts and could
JGJIIlstJments when they had to do

said that as the game started,
Wildcats showed an unbal
while BSU was in a bal
. An unbalanced offense
the placement of backs to
side. This enabled WSC's
get to his assigned hole two steps
and also helped him to outflank
defense.
first half, after Hill started pick
yardage, BSU's defense was
fill that area where the damage
done. The second half saw the
strong safety Sam Miller
closer (from 15 to four yards
line of scrimmage) than he
.,u•.·JI"'JJ. play.
came up in what we call a 'run
position' to take away the flank.
cross the line of scrimmage in

Two new additions to the Boise State
University women's athletic program
have been announced by BSU athletic
director Lyle Smith. Charlotte Silver
has been named assistant sports infor
mation director for women and Jane Van
Wassenhove has been named assistant
trainer for women, women's field hockey
coach and sports officiating coordinator.

•

Silver is a graduate of the College of
Idaho with a Masters Degree in Educa
tion with a Physical Education emphasis.
She taught girl's physical education at
South Junior High and Borah High in
award. Weber State had a tendency to
pick on Angstman knowing that it was
his first starting role, but I thought
Ralph played well for his first game,"
Dutton said.
Taking a look at the whole team,
Dutton said "We really began to solidify
and play with enthusiasm and intensity.
You know we hadn't had an all-out game
type scrimmage in our practice sessions
and I think this is something else that
bothered us the first half, we just hadn't
had that experience this fall yet."

Boise.

"We would much rather have a game
where we came from behind to win
rather than have it be 35-0 in our favor.
We established an identity or character
of competing under a tough set of condi
tions, overcoming adversity and ulti
mately winning the game."

With the first intereoDegiate rodeo of
their 1977-78 seuon just a week away,
members of the BSU Rodeo Club rushed
to get new officers installed, a budget
worked out and a wave of new club mem
bers enrolled, this week.
Leading the organizing effort are
these new Bronco Rodeo Club officers:
President Dan Kaiser [Meridian], Vice
President Brad Royce [Boise], Treasurer
Tanya Halbert [Eagle]. Club Advieor is
Bob C. Hall of the BSU administrative
staff.

The future for the Broncos in 1977?
Dutton said "We'll improve as the season
progresses. We needed that game under
our belts and needed the team to
respond in a game-like tempo."

·AFETY, Scott [75] gets high... ...and finally offense put game away on runs like this by
"Magic" Minter [20] and Fred Goode.

Leading the returning veterans is
senior Steve Collier from Ontario, OR.
Jacoby says that Collier should "have his
best year ever as a distance runner."
"Steve has come in very strong. He
will provide good leadership for the team
this fall," Jacoby said.

Van W assenhove is a Boise State
graduate in Physical Education and most
recently has been working on her
Masters Degree at the University of
Oregon.

The Bronco coach also said that Cor
vallis, OR sophomore Karl Knapp has
improved and t h a t the team will be
helped by freshman Charlie Wittner
from Capital High in Boise.

She holds a current National Associa
tion for Girls and Womens (NAGWS)
officiating rating in volleyball.

-

Riders Ready

Hockey
The women's field hockey team is
"working well together and showing
good improvement," according to Jayne

Van Wassenhove, BSU's new field
hockey coach.
BSU's first game is scheduled Septem
ber 26 with Northwest Nazarene College
in Nampa. The home opener is October
7-8 at the Boise State University Invita
tional Field Hockey Tournament. Teams
from Was.hington State, Idaho and Brig
ham Young will attend. "This tourna
ment will provide high-level hockey for
both players and spectators," Van Was
senhove said.
Coach Van Wassenhove likes spec
tators and wishes there were more.
"Field Hockey is similar to soccer in
terms of line-ups, scoring, strategy and
penalties," she said. "This season's spec
tators will receive hand-outs explaining
hockey fundamentals," she added.

Another new face is JC transfer Scott
Blackburn from Thousand Oaks, CA.
Blackburn, from Moorpack JC, was the
Western State Conference 1,500 meter
champion last year. Mike Henry from El
Camino JC was his school's top cross
country runner last year.
Two more freshmen on the 1977
Bronco team are Boise's Borah High
graduates Bruce Blaser and Rob Martin.
Blaser was Idaho's state halfmile cham
pion last year.

·

For the first time this fall, Boise State
will have a women's cross country team.
Runners have been working out daily
since classes began in August.
Coach Basil Dahlstrom invites a l l
interested w o m e n s t u d e n t s t o work
outs. "We need more runners. Women's
teams at other schools are available for
competition. We're eager to develop
cross country for women at Boise State,"
Dahlstrom says.
On September 17 a three-mile trial
run is scheduled at Julia Davis Park.
The Whitworth Invitational, a two and
one-half mile run, will be at Spokane on
September 24.

Fahleson 'Happy'
At V -Ball Start
Opening week of women's volleyball
practice was a "pleasant surprise" for
Coach Genger Fahleson. "Enthusiasm,
spirit, and energy are the best ever,"
she says.
Coach Fahleson feels the team will be
stronger this season with more experi·
enced players available.
The BSU squad opens its 1977 season
at the Boise State University Invita
tional Volleyball Tournament September
23-24. Teams will attend from North
west Nazarene College, ldahp and Idaho
State.

Assisting Coach Fahleson are Assistant
Coach Vaa Afoa and Mrs. Nancy Button.

Cross Country Schedule
Sept. 17
Sept.24
Oct.l
Oct. 8
Oct.22
Oct. 29
Nov. 5
Nov.l2
Nov.l9
Nov.21

Five-way meet, Fresno, CA, 6:30 p.m.
Whitworth Invitational (men & women, 4-mile and 2 .5 mile)
Oregon State at Lane College, Eugene, OR
Montana, Missoula, MT (men); PSU Invitational (women)
Northern Arizona & Weber State at Boise (women)
Eastern Washington State at Boise (men & women)
Men's intersquad 3-mile; NW championships, Whitworth, Spokane, W A
(women)
Big Sky and District 7 NCAA qualifications, Salt Lake City, UT
AlAW National Meet (women)
NCAA Championships, Spokane, W A

·
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They Gave Up Hot Combs for YCC
Thirty high school students headquartered at the
Youth Conservation Corps camp in the small farming
community of Montour traded their hot combs and hot
cars for eight weeks of hot work this summer.
Now that camp is over, they unanimously think they
got the better of the deal.
Not only did they have fun, but they earned $418 in
welcome cash, made friends from all over the statt•,
and learned about Idaho's rich wildlife and wilderness

lands.
Drawing its crews from youth 15-lf.l, the YCCers

heritage.
Like its Depression era relative, the Civilian Con·
ervation Corps, the YCC fills a dual purpose by put·
ting people to work doing needed tasks on public

shores of Lake Cascade.
The program is supervised by BSU grants and proj
ects roordinator Dr. Gerald Reed. Both camps are
directed by Boise school official Ken Runyon.

Since this was the first year of operation for the
:V1ontour camp, the first job facing the workers when
they arrived in mid·June was to clean up and paint the
four houses that were their quarters.
Then they built goose and duck nesting platforms
along the Payette River, repaired fence around the
Watson cemetery, built a fishing trail and fence at
Black Canyon dam, cleared fire trail and cleaned up
slash in the Boise National Forest, built osprey nest
ing boxes in Cascade Reservoir, conducted fish studies
on the Salmon, built fish dams in Squaw Creek and
thinned timber in the Warm Lake area.

put in 30 work hours plus 10 hours in environmental
education per week. For that they got $2.30 per hour
plus academic credit in biology. Their room and board
was deducted from their paycheck.
The camp at Montour is one of two operated each
summer by Boise State University and the Bureau of
Reclamation. The other is at Durk Creek, on the

•

They Save$$
Work schedule coordinator Kim Zeller says the YCC
camps almost pay for themselves because of the huge
amount of work accomplished.
If Forest Service or Bureau of Reclamation crews
had done the work. the cost would be prohibi
tive, she says
As nn example, she points to the Black Canyon fish
ing trail and fence. The Bureau of Reclamation esti
mated it would take some 120 work hours to complete
the project. YCC workers took a total of 24 hours from
start to finish. At that speed, she figures her kids are
worth about $23.60 each per hour to the taxpayer.
That's about ten times what they got paid.
Contrary to popular stereotypes of high school kids'
work habits, "campers" were almost too enthusiastic,
says Montour director Steve Zeller.
Zeller says one of the most rewarding parts of the
YCC program is to see the young teenagers mature in
their viewpoints toward themselves, work and the
natural environment.
For most of them, the YCC is their first contact with
hard, physical labor. Few had any outdoor experience
and for some the camp was their first time away from
home.
"We've seen these kids grow into self-sufficient
adults. They started changing the minute they left
their parents, laughs Zeller.
No TV
"Nobody goes out the same way he comes in . . . for
some there is deep personal growth."

O"'E group of
YfCer&from
\1ontour built fish
dams on Squaw
fret>k I top I while
Rod �ettinga,
�ampa, [left) and
Karon Fenton,
;'\leridian; Lisa
Pardinni, Port·
land )sawing) and
Melanie Wells,
Priest River,
were at \\'ann
Lake thinning
timber.

But all that personal development isn't without its
sacrifices. For one, TV is a strict "no-no" because, as
�elle� puts it, "They can do that the rest of their
lives. .
And they learn to move without a car and entertain
themselves at the remote Montour location between
Horseshoe Bend and Emmett.
They also found out how much it costs to do their
own laundry and came back screaming about it, Zeller
chuckles.
One reason why the YCC concept has been so
successful is because lines of authority between staff
and students aren't too distinct. Crew leaders, many
of them teachers, work right beside the students for
eight hours a day. Zeller explains.
"We treat the kids like adults, and they respond like
adults."
Since the first camps opened in 1971, the YCC has
been one of the government's most popular programs
for high school students. Nationally only one in every
nine applicants is accepted.
Next year the idea will be expanded under a bill just
signed by President Carter. It will allow the creation
of a Young Adult Conservation Corps which will put
persons age 16·23 to work in jobs similar to the YCC.

1J';:ocus-People on the Mov�e�----In Music·
James Hopper {clarinet and recorder),
George Thomason (guitar) a n d Mary
Wippel (vocalist) will be presenting
workshops and giving an evening perfor·
mance of their various specialties in
Idaho Falls at the Fort Hall Indian ..
Reservation on Oct. 14-15.
Mary \'\-'ippel, Special Lecturer in Ele·
mentary Music Education, will be con·
ducting a series of workshops for Boise
Schools classroom teachers and elemen
tary music specialists on Oct. 3-4.
The subject of the workshops will be
correlating music with other subject
math•r, especially social studies in the
el£>mentary school. The emphasis will be
on active participation of the teachers.
The sessions will be held at Campus
Elementary School in the Multipurpose
Room. Students are welcome and will be
admitted free of charge.
Dr. John Baldwin, Associate Profes·
sor of Percussion and Music Theory,
joined the faculty at Rocky Ridge Music
Center in Estes Park, Colorado, for the
second summer. He taught music theory
classes, private percussion lessons, per·

cussion ensemble, and participated in
several student/faculty solo and en
.;emble pprformances during the seven
week session.
One outstanding event was the
premiere performance of David Carey's
Suite for Xylophone and Orchestra (with
orchestra) hy Molly Wisdom, a music
scholarship student at BSU and a stu
dent of Dr. Baldwin.
Madeleine Hsu invited her former
student Martin Buff to perform the first
recital of the season at BSU in August.
He presented works by Bach, Bee
thoven, Chopin, and Debussy.
Buff is presently a student of Bela
Siki, who teaches at the University of
Washington.

On Staff
Mary Cozine, counseling center, and
Ernie Roberson, BAA, were among nine
Idaho educational office personnel who
attended the 43rd annual conference and
institute of the National Association of
Educational Secretaries in Biloxi, Miss.
this summer.

In Home Ec
Leda Scrimsher visited Fredrickton,
Ne..w Brunswick, Canada, June 22-27,
where she consulted with the Home Eco
nomics Department faculty at the Uni
versity of New Brunswick regarding
guidelines for expanding new horizons in
their curriculum.
She spent June 27-July 1 at the Amer
ican Home I-�conomics' Association con
vention held in Boston. This was a feast
of professional enrichment. After re
turning from Boston, Dr. Scrimsher
visited the University of Alaska at Fair
banks.
Geraldine Johnson visited the campus
at Purdue University and was given a
per onal tour of the Home Economics
Department which is one of the largest
in the United States. New ideas were
gained from this visit which will benefit
the dpeartment at BSU.
As advisor for the Student Home Eco·
nomic Association, she worked with stu·
dents in finalizing plans for a welcoming
tea for new students held September 10.
Elaine M. Long has been selected by

the American Dietetic Association as
Idaho's Recognized Young Dietitian of
the Year. This award recognizes dieti
cians under 30 years of age who have
made significant contributions to their
profession and who have been active
leaders in A.D.A.
The Home Economics department in
cooperation with the Teacher Education
department sponsored a food and nutri·
t10n workshop in June. Over 80 health
professionals and educators from Idaho
attended the workshop. Long coordi·
nated the program m cooperation with
the U.S. Food and Drug Association.

In Art
Louis Peck now has a one-man show of
artwork at the Callfwell Public Library.
It will run through September. He also
will have a show at St. Luke's Hospital
during the month of October.

In English
Boise State University English profes
sor Dr. C harles David Wright was at
Colgate University Aug. 14-19 to give a
talk on "American Life and Literature in
the 1930's: An Interdisciplinary Human
ities Course."
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'Drought Won't Hurt That Much,' Profs Say
Idaho's economy will lose some of its
punch this year because of the drought
conditions, but it will bounce back quick
ly to full strength in the near future,
according to Boise State University eco
nomists Don Holley and Peter Lichen
stein.
Holley, who annually predicts state
revenues for the Idaho legislature, used
his complex formulas this week to come
up with some insight into how the
drought will affect the Idaho economy
for the next four years.
The future doesn't look as bleak as it
could be, he says. Once the state gets
through the current year . . . and
barring another drought . . . he thinks
the economy will recover quickly. But
1979-80, the impact of the drought will
be "played out," Holley predicts.
Down Two Percen t
Using Idaho Drought Committee pre·
dictions of a $50 decrease in agriculture
production, $4 million in manufacturing,
and $6 million in skiing this year, the two
BSU professors plugged those numbers
into their equations to predict other seg
ments of the economy.
The gross state product (total of all
goods and services in the state) will drop
$115 million in 1977 because of the
drought.
While that number seems huge,
Holley cautions that it represents less
than a 2 percent drop from the $6.5 bil
lion worth of goods and services Idaho
would have produced without the
drought.
Showing biggest losses beside agricul
ture will be wholesale-retail trade.
Other segments, like contract construc
tion, mining, and finance-insurance-real
estate will remain about the same.
After this year the picture gets
brighter. The loss in gross state product
is cut to only $7 million in 1978, $5 mil
lion in 1979 and $4 million in 1980.
Ag Picture OK
That rapid recovery is mainly due to
agricultural production, which should
return to normal next year if water is
adequate.
Aftershocks, though, will ripple slight
ly through the Idaho economy for the
next few years because people and busi
nesses usually remain cautious about
spending when income is uncertain. It
will take some time for those reactions to
smooth out before the economy will
totally recover, says Holley.
Even with the $115 million drop in
gross state product this year, the eco
nomists don't predict a critical situation
in the labor market. Total Idaho employ
ment will be around 363,000, only a drop
of 2,000 from droughtless projections.
By 1980, the effects of the drought on
employment will be " very slight" says
Holley.
•

----

From other figures in their study, the
two economists conclude that:
-Wage rates for agricultural laborers
and manufacturing workers will not be
affected by the drought this year.
-Income from familt�-owned far!'TU
will drop $58 million this year, but will
not be felt at all next year if the drought
does not persist.
-Federal income tax receipt• in Idaho
will be down $18 million this year, but
only $1 million next year.
As for the state revenue oicture. they
predict that Idaho will lose less than

complicated computer model, Holley and
Lichtenstein say they could still be a
little off in places. One thing that isn't
figured in is the amount of federal
drought aid that has come into the state.
With that extra money in the economy,
their revenue and tax forecasts could be
a little conservative.
The lone thiDg they caution Idahoans

about is to not panic because of the bad
year in agriculture. While farming is the
cornerstone of the state's economy, a
revenue drop there doesn't spell disaster
for everybody.
"The state is buffered by other things,
and this is what our equations show. A
low year in agriculture won't wreak total
havoc with the economy," Holley says.

$1.5 million in individual income taxes.
That loss will be $500,000 by 1980.
While they got their figures through a

Construction
Footing Solid
BSU's newest degree program in con
struction management got off to what
officials have called a "solid start" this
semester with a first class enrollment of
40 majors.
Some of the students are transfers
from other degree programs, like busi
ness, but most are freshmen, says
director Norm Dahm.
The degree is a four year combination
of engineering and business courses. The
program was given a State Board of
Education green light last fall, with
gradual phase in steps scheduled over
the next few years as funds become
available for more staff and library hold
ings.
The program has been hailed by local
contractors as one that will fill serious
gaps in the construction managment
profession. Most construction graduates
now come from pure engineering back
grounds, with little skills in management
and business.
Students have signed up for a variety
of reasons, but most center around the
outdoor nature of the work and the
excellent job opportunities that await
graduates.
"I was looking for a job where I could
be out in the field and not just stuck
behind some desk," says Meridian soph
omore Kurt Kehler. "But I think the big
gest reason most of us are in it is the job
opportunities. If you can get on the start
of something new like this your chances
of a good job are high."
Dahm says the first year classes will
be in basic business and engineering that
is already taught here. In years to come
courses in specific topics like bidding and
construction equipment will be added.

IRS Says 'Thanks'
Dr. John Medlin received a Certificate of Appreciation from
Internal Revenue Service director Philip Sansotta for BSU's parti
cipation in the Volunteer Income Tax Assistance (VITA) program
the last two years.
Last year BSU accounting students in an income tax preparation
course helped 756 taxpayers on a no-fee basis. Most of those were
elderly or low-income taxpayers. The VITA program at Boise State
will continue later this fall.

Stitzel Had Busy Summer
Dr. Tom Stitzel, new Dean of the BSU
School of Business, had his stature with
in professional financial circles reaf
firmed recently when he was re-elected
Secretary-Treasurer of the Western
Finance Association for 1977-78.
That organization claims membership
drawn from about a thousand private
company financial executives and higher
education finance professors in the
Western U.S.
Dean Stitzel mixed work within that
organization this summer with a sched
ule of teaching appearances before west
ern U.S. private utility company execu-

tives at the University of Idaho.
Those heavily-attended sessions are
now in their 24th year as a summer
offering through the UI's College of
Business and Economics.
Other BSU business school leaders
join Dr. Stitzel next month in top roles
at the annual meeting of the Northwest
Universities Business Administration
Conference here.
As host school, BSU is expected to
gather over one hundred faculty mem
bers from most departments within the
schools of Business or Economies, grad
uate and under&'l:aduate level.

�ocus-People on the MOV'130t----

In Economics
Five Boise State economics professors
were at the annual Western Economic
Association Conference June 20-23. The
meeting was held in Anaheim, Calif.
Those attending and their papers pre
sented included Donald Billings, "An
Empirical Test of the Market Concen
tratiOn Doctrine in Banking: Branch
Banking in Idaho;" Peter Lichtenstein,
"Consumer Ignorance and Information:
Theory and Policy."
Barry Asmus, "Measuring the Eco
nomic Damages from a Proposed Coal
Fire Generating Plant: A Case Study"
and Laddie S u l a , "The Allocation of
Time to Children: Effects of the Nega
tiveIncome Tax."
Pamela Nickless also attended and
was a discussant in a session on "Women
Workers and the American Economy."
Nickless also presented a paper on
"Women Workers and Changing Labor
Productivity in the New England Textile
Industry: 1825-1860" at the annual Clio
metrics Conference in Madison, Wiscon
sin this May.
Donald Billings delivered a speech on
"Monopoly and Government: A Test of

Our Commitment to Limited Govern
ment" to the Libertarian Party Idaho
convention May 28.

In Business
Dennis B. Fitzpatrick, associate pro
fessor of finance, had his article, "Deter
mining Public Utilities Capital Cost-A
Comprehensive Report," published in
the June 23 issue of the Public Utilities
F ortnightl y.

Drs. Roger Roderick and Jim Wilt er·
ding conducted workshops for Boise

City I Ada County personnel offices
throughout the summer.
They also conducted workshops for
the Department of Health and Welfare
and will continue them throughout the
1977-1978 academic year.

Dr. Anthony J. Bohner attended the
American Business Law Association
meeting in Miami, Florida, August
22-26, where he presented a paper on
the subject of geothermal energy and its
relationship with the law.
Dr. A. Richard Grant spent the month
of July in Moscow taking a law review

course in preparation for the Idaho bar
exam.
Duston R. Scudder of Boise State Uni
versity has been named an Accredited
Personnel Diplomate (APD) by the
American Society of Personnel Adminis
trators Accreditation Institute, Inc.
The Institute is the accrediting body
for the nation's personnel executives.
Individuals who become accredited
must update their status every three
years as participants or teachers at
seminars, workshops and conferences in
the personnel field or submit college or
university credits for updating.
Richard Grant, Associate Professor in
the Department of Management and
Finance, attended the American Busi
ness Law Association annual meeting in
Miami, Florida August 21-25.
David Nix, Associate Professor of

Management, attended the summer
Institute of Advanced Management
Studies (SlAMS) at Carnegie-Mellon
University in Pittsburgh, June 12-24.
Thirty participants were selected
from throughout the United States and
Canada. The program was funded by the

ALCOA Foundation. Speakers included:
Richard Cyert, Professor Meltzer, Yusi
Isiri and Herbert Simon.
Topics covered included production,
finance, accounting, economies, manage
ment and quantitative methods.
James Baughman has been selected as
the president for the Iran Center for
Management Studies In Tetu-an, Iran.

Formerly the Director of the Doctoral
Program at Harvard University, Baugh·
man taught business classes at Boise
State in the summer of 1976.
He will direct in Iran Center, a school
set up in 1969 to provide graduate level
training for business and government
leaders.

In Chemistry
Richard Banks attended a meeting of
pre-medical student advisors at the· Uni
versity of Utah medical center Aug. 19.
The meeting was held to present pro
cedures used in selecting medical school
students and to present statistics on the
1977-78 entering class.
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Students Dig Lewiston Artifacts
By Larry Burke
Students from three universities are
using Indian ruins near Lewiston a s
their textbook in a n archeological dig
sponsored by Boise State University.
Besides earning salaries and getting
beautiful suntans at the same time,
archeology students from Washington
State, University of Idaho and BSU are
getting first-hand field experience un
covering t h e remains of a n ancient
Indian village located seven miles east of
Lewiston, where Hatwai Creek flows
into the Clearwater.
So far, the 2 1 member group has
uncovered over 900 artifacts and thou
sands of flakes, bones and other
materials, according to BSU professor
and state highway archeologist Ken
Ames.
"We don't have a lot of fancy stuff ...
mainly things they used in their every
day life like scrapers and kitchen tools,"
he says.
But others that have been carbon
dated as 12,000 years old have been
found at lower depths.

Later t h e students will peel back
another layer and recover artifacts that
could go back as far as 9,000 years ago.
Where Highway Will Be
The dig is part of the Idaho Depart
ment of Highways' salvage policy which
allows for excavation of archeological
sites that stand in the path of new high
ways. Where the students are now dig
ging will be included in a two-lane
expansion of U.S. 95-12 between Spald
ing and Lewiston.
Working with Ames is Pat Green,
WSU, as field director. Joe Randolph,
U-I and Rick Bryant, WSU, are field
foremen.
The Indian culture being investigated

is probably the forerunner to the present
Nez Perce tribe, Ames thinks. The Hat
wayma site, Nez Perce for "people who
lived on Hatwai Creek," has been an
Indian village for centuries.
All signs of the latest inhabitants, who
left in 1859, have been destroyed by
farms and the present highway. But
underneath the surface, relics from the
earlier Indians remain untouched.
The village extends a quarter of a mile
along the highway, but because of time
and money, crews can excavate only a
small portion of that.So far digging has
been mostly in four open pits.
Summer Homes
Indians along the river lived in subter
ranean houses. Ames says there are
indications that this was a winter-early
spring village where the Indians fished
and hunted before moving upland for the
hotter summer.
Discoveries from the Hatwai dig could
fill some important gaps and "tie in
nicely'' with other sites along the river,
he adds.There has been extensive work
done up and down river, but the middle
section hasn't been studied, until now.
The best part of the site may never be
excavated because it lies under the high
way. It appears that the closer students
dig to the road, the more artifacts they
find.
"It looks like we got here 30 years too
late. For all we know, the best material
could be under this," he says, pointing to
the busy highway that brings a steady
stream of traffic into Lewiston daily.
Ames says once the present pits are
finished, the students will dig as close t.o
the road as possible.

deeply tanned, halter-topped digging
crews ha'te attracted their share o f
attention for curious tourists and whistl
ing truck drivers since t h e project
started in June.
The Tiki Is Reformed
But thirsty tourists who wander into
the old Tiki Club could be in for a sur
prise.
Located just yards from their pits, the
archeologists have rented the closed
tavern to serve as combination labora
tory, dining room, kitchen, storage area
and sleeping quarters. Behind it is a 12
tent "village" slightly reminiscent of its
Indian predecessors one century ago.
Practial experience aside, digging for
artifacts is dirty, painstaking work.
It's not nearly as romantic as it seems.
And it's far more scientific than the pub
lic realizes.
"Most people think when we do sal
vage archeology like this we put every
thing in a box and haul it away. That's
not true at all," says Ames.
.
Rather than dig arrowheads up by the
shovelful, students must slowly work
their way down by fractions of an inch.
Finely powdered dirt is troweled,
brushed, and then put throgh a wire
screen to filter out small objects.
Each pit is carefully divided into grids
two meters square. Diggers must con
stantly use survey instruments to make
sure they are working at the proper

level.If not, they could dig too deep and
be into a different layer of artifacts.
By using that elaborate grid system,
the location of each uncovered artifact
can be exactly pinpointed and mapped
for later study.
Once an artifact is found, it is carefully
numbered, measured, drawn, described
and photographed. Then it is placed in a
small envelope for future reference.
Those extensive record keeping proce
dures take up more time than the dig
ging,. Ames says.
So why do students willingly spend
their summers on their hands and knees,
sifting through dirt in the hot sun?
"It's a great way to get a suntan!"
laughs field director Pat Green. Turning
serious, he says most students are there
for the learning experience.
Boise State student Bryan Boyle, for
example, says last year he earned twice
his digging salary as a shoe salesman.
But he's not in it for the money.
"I'm an archeology major and I want
to advance in my field. You've got to
start somewhere," he says.
His sentiments are echoed by almost
all the students, says Ames.
Archeologists and students will be

digging until highway crews arrivenext
fall. Once the project is finished, arti
facts will go to BSU for more study and
then to the University of Idaho for
storage.

The highway location is different than
most sites, which usually are located in
remote desert or forest locations. The

BSU students Bryan Boyle
[left] and Meg Pfoertner
[center] were on the dig
ging crews near Lewisto11
this summer that uncov·
ered the remains of a n
ancient I n d i a n village
[right].
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In Geology
BSU geologist Mont W a rner will
attend a sy mposium in Jackson Hole,
Wyoming Sept. 13-15. The meeting is
sponsored by the Wyoming Geological
Association in conjunction with the Mon
tana Geological Society and Utah Geolo
gical Association.
The subject of the conference is the
Rocky Mountain Thrust Belt Geology
and Resources.
Warner will be one of 24 speakers and
will pres�nt a paper on "The Cenozoic of
the Snake River Plain, Idaho." He will
talk about the cenozoic geology of Idaho
and the potential of natural resources
such as oil, gas, geothermal, and
uranium.
Over 400 geologists from the Western
states will attend the conference.
James Applegate has been named to
the ERDA Geophysical Logging of Geo
thermal Boreholes Steerring Commit
tee. This group is under the auspices of
the Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory
(LASL) of the University of California.
In addition to his steering committee
duties, Dr. Applegate is serving as a

consultant to the LASL geothermal pro
gram.
This summer Applegate and Paul
Donaldson also completed a report for
the Intermountain Forest and Range
Experiment Station entitled "Geophysi
cal Investigation of Rock Properties near
Silver Creek, Boise National Forest,
Idaho."
Mont Warner continued his work this
summer on the occurrence of oil, gas,
and uranium in southern Idaho.
Monte D. Wilson contributed a des
cription of the Geology of Ada County to
the Soil Conservation service to be
included in a forthcoming publication on
soils of Ada County. He also colaborated
with Frank Ireton, a Boise ·State Univer
sity alum .(M. Sec. Ed. 1977) to have a
paper accepted for presentation at the
Geological Society of America annual
meeting in Seattle, Nov. 7.
The paper is entitled "Relationship of
a Lava Tube Cave System to Lava Flow
Development, Lincoln County, Idaho."
Pr. Wilson spent a week doing field
work in the Idaho Primitive Area with
Boise State University alum Bruce Otto,

who is completing a masters thesis on
that area through the University of
Montana.
Claude Spinosa spent 7 weeks of the
summer in Palau (West Caroline Islands)
studying Nautilus with a colleague from
Bryn Mawr College. The study was
sponsored largely by National Geo
graphic and National Science Founda
tion. The first report will be presented
at the Geological Society of America
meeting this November in Seattle.

In Math
Alan R. Hausrath is serving as a con
sultant to the Oregon State Migrant
Education Service Center presenting
workshops to show teacher's aides 'how
to improve their instruction in arith
metic.
The workshops will be held Septem
ber in Beaverton, Salem and Klamath
Falls, Oregon.
Hausrath and Daniel Lamet have re
ceived a grant from the National Science
Foundation to organize a n Academic
Year Institute for Ada County teachers.
The Institute, to be held one night a
week during the winter semester, will

aid secondary teachers in bringing appli
cations of mathematics into their class
rooms.
Masao Sugiyama and Charles Kerr
spent the summer at Richland, Wash. as
interns in the Northwest Organization
for College and University Science
(NORCUS) program. Both were in
volved in computer studies.

In Biology
Robert Rychert did research this sum

mer in environmental-microbiology in
the Reynolds Creek watershed of the
Owyhee Mountains. He worked under a
cooperative agreement between BSU
and the Agricultural Research Service,
Northwest Watershed Research Center.
Marcia Wicklow-Howard attended the
Second International Mycological Con

gress held at the University of South
Forida in Tampa this summer. Over
1,500 mycologists representing 56 differ
ent countries attended.
She presented a paper titled "Geni
culoderdron Pyriforme Infection of En
gelmann Spruce Seed in Western North
America."
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BSU Starts Class
For Parent Trainers
As anyone who has ever raised chil·
dren knows, "parenting" is one of the
world's most complicated jobs.
But as difficult .. . and important ...
as it is, until recently there was no place
where parents could learn skills to help
them cope with the demands of child·
raising in an increasingly complex

society.
Now, in Boise and other cities "effec
tive parent training" classes have drawn
hundreds of mothers and fathers eager
to build better bridges across the gener·

ation gap.
Last year, some 300 parents went
through the Boise schools'-sponsored
program. More parents are anxious for

'Real' Math Set

�.

A class designed to help secondary
teachers bring "real world" mathematics
into their classrooms will start next
spring at Boise State University.
Funded with a National Science Foun·
dation grant worth almost $10,000, the
"Applied Mathematics in the Secondary
School" course will be offered to 25 area
teachers.
The purpose of the three credit class is
to help teachers "enliven their class
rooms," says BSU professor and grant
administrator Dr. Alan Hausrath.
Hausrath says math is used every day
to solve problems in government and
business. But applied math isn't used
more in schools because few teachers
have enough experience to feel comfort·
able with it. Once teachers are exposed
to the common uses of math, they can
teach students "realistic applications
rather than sterile story problems," he
says.
To acquaint students with math appli
cations, several guest lecturers from
local companies will show the class how
math is used to solve business problems.
Course participants will also gather
materials and applications to take back
to their high school students.
While the course is intended for math
teachers, Hausrath says other educators
who have taken at least one year of col
lege calculus can enroll. No tuition or
fees will be charged because the class is
sponsored by the National Science Foun
dation. Instructional materials worth
$15 will be provided for each student.
BSU was one of 185 schools that
divided up $4.7 million NSF money.
Over 850 schools submitted proposals.
Prospective students c a n contact
Hausrath at the BSU math department,
phone 385-1172, for more information
about the class.

----

the training, but there just aren't
enough group leaders, or "facilitators" to
meet the demands, according to school

counselors.
To help correct that problem, Boise
State University will start a new pro
gram this fall designed to train more
leaders so they can head parent groups,
with coordination of counseling staffs.
Financed with $27,978 in federal Title
I of the Higher Education Act of 1965
funds and another $5,100 from Boise's
Junior Leagt1e, program leaders Vivian
Brault and her assistant Priscilla Kite
Powell will set up shop on the BSU cam·
pus and start classes for facilitators in
September.
A counselor in the Boise schools,
Brault says about 15 facilitators will be
trained in the first class. The format will
be similar to BSU's School of Education,
where students receive classroom train
ing, then put that to work under a super·
visor, and later return for discussions,
critique, and more classroom work.
Once their methods are refined, stu
dents who complete the course will be
able to lead parent training groups in
cooperation with counseling staffs from

Boise schools.
With the additional facilitators that
will come out of the BSU classes, Brault
thinks the parent training program could
expand to 700 people yearly by 1979.
Most parents sign up for the training
because they are genuinely interested in
being effective parents and promoting
increased family harmony, says Brault.
"Behavior has a purpose. We offer
information to interested parents that
they may use to understand behavior
and the dynamics of parent-child rela·
tionships. Our program is strictly educa
tional."
School districts in other states have
found that parent education programs
result in v e r y positive relationships
between home and school. These are
reduced truancies and fewer school
related behavioral problems, she says.
One official from Elk Grove, California
called it one of the "best bargains" his
school system has ever had.
Support for parent training and the
new facilitator classes at BSU has come
from all sides. Brault says the concept
has received backing from over 60 state
and federal agencies such as Ada County
Detention Center and H.E.W. Children's
Services. Many of those 60 agencies
stand by ready to refer parents who
wish to become involved in the training.
The Junior League of Boise supports
the program with money and willing
volunteers. "We like parent training
because it's a preventative concept,"
says President Julie Kilgrow.

..,\.�
THREE STUDENTS have "exchanged" BSU for their home universities this year
under a new program just started here. Sponsored by the National Student
Exchange, several BSU students are also spending this year at other schools.
Honored at a welcome reception were Christa Bax, activities director; Karon
Bohman, Des Plaines, m.; Larry Widi, Green Bay, Wise.; professor Jerry Tucker;
and David Musco, Philadephia, Pa.

Social Workers Get$$
tloise State University has received a

$50,000 teaching and training grant to

fund a learning center for senior social
work majors.
The center provides a supervised field
work setting for students who are learn
ing about prevention and treatment of
child abuse and neglect, delinquency,
unwanted pregnancies, and other as
pects of child protection.
Students receive full costs of tuition, a
$500 stipend, and expenses for books
and on-job mileage.
Panitch also announced the addition of
Janice Moore as a full-time faculty mem
ber in the Social Work Department. In
addition to teaching, she will spend some
of her time as a field work supervisor.
Ms. Moore hails from Rock Island,
illinois where she was working in a com·
prehensive planning agency.
Susan Lavelle, a recent BSU graduate

in this program, supplements the staff as
an associate.
The Child Welfare Teaching Grant
program enables the students to learn
how the child protection system works.
This means that students actually work
with parents who are having difficulties.
Students learn counselling skills a n d
how t o place children i n foster care,
group homes, or other treatment facili
ties, says Panitch.
BSU students who will receive grant
money this semester are: Ann D. Grat
ton, Mark A. Heilman, Scott A.
Hankins, Albert E. Miller, Diana Franz,
Daralyn Morrison, Jennifer Potter,
Connie Suter and Patricia J.Wolfe.
Each of these students was selected on

the basis of scholarship at BSU, financial
need, membership in a minority group
(including women), and interest in a
career in child welfare. Professor
Panitch indicated that students can
re-apply for a second semester in this
grant program and complete a full aca
demic year of field work preparation
under this learning center opportunity.
Senior students who do field work in
those areas will receive stipends from
the grant money, according to associate
professor and grant administrator Ar
nold Panitch. With this grant, the Uni
versity works closely with Region IV,
Dept.of Health and Welfare which oper
ates a program serving four counties in
SW Idaho. The grant is funded by the
U.S. Dept. of Health, Education and
Welfare under Section 426 of the Social
Security Act as administered by their
Region X office in Seattle.

Bus Runs Begin
Residents from the Nampa-CaldweU
area who work in Boise or attend BSU
can leave their cars at home and take the
bus this faD. The commuter bus, on a 90
day trial period, leaves Caldwell at 6:45
each morning and Nampa at 7:05a.m. It
makes several business stops, including
one atBSU.
The bus picks up Boise State passen
gers for the return trip at 5p.m.
More details about the new bus ser
vice can be obtained from Gary Sprague
at the Caldwell School and Charter Bus
Company, SlOth Ave., Caldwell, phone
459-6612.
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In Theatre Arts
Roger Bedard is back at BSU after
working on his doctorate degree for two
years at the University of Kansas.
Frank Heise, Marie Murray, and

Chuck Lauterbach assisted Bill Taylor of
the music department in the summer
production of "Music Man."
Robert Ericson will be playing a lead
ing role in the first BSU theatre produc
tion of "Inherit the Wind" which opens
Oct.12.

In Library
Don Haacke attended an Archives
Management Institute at the University
of Washington June 13-17. He attended
workshops on records management and
archival description.
Carol Bettis and Darryl Huskey
attended the Documents and Serials
Roundtable June 15-16 at Central Wash
ington State University in Ellensburg.
Tom Leonhardt has been appointed a

member of the American Library Asso
ciation Library Materials Price Index
Committee of the Resources Section of
the Resource and Technical Division for
a 2 year term, July 1977 to July 1979
The committee's function is to prepare
and publish price indexes of library
materials.
Leonhardt, Acquisitions Librarian, is
one of the consultants for "A Guide to
Selection Tools': prepared by the Task
Force on Selection Tools of the Collec
tion Development Committees, Ameri
can Library Association/Resources and
Technical Services Division/Resources
Section.
�
Tim Brown, David Crane, Gloria
Ostrander, and Janet Strong attended
the Pacific Northwest Library Associa
tion annual conference in Spokane
August 17-19. Gloria also participated in
a pre-conference workshop on cataloging
of non-book materials.

In Political Science
Dr. Gregory A. Raymond had two
articles accepted for publication this
summer. His study entitled "An Exten
sion and Replication of Findings on the
Role of Third Parties in the Middle East"

will appear in International Interactions,
a quarterly journal on foreign policy
which is published in London.
His article "The Transnational Rules
Indicator Project: An Interim Report"
was included in the most recent issue of
International Studies Notes.
He also attended a workshop in June
sponsored by the Strategic Studies Insti
tute of the U.S. Army War College.
Raymond spoke on "Arbitration, Mili
tary Capability and Major Power War,
1815-1914: A Systems Approach t o
Evaluation Research."
The workshop was held in Carlisle,
Pa.

In Vo-Tech
Two new hats are now being worn by
Charles "Chick" Quinowski, BSU Yo
Tech counselor.
Elected president of the Idaho Voca
tional Association for the coming year,
Quinowski has also been appointed to
the Governor's Advisory Committee on
Vocational-Technical Education a s a
guidance and counseling representative.
The Council, required by federal
statute to oversee expenditures o f
vo-tech grant monies i n Idaho, will sur-

vey vocational education practices in the
state, so that classroom work may be in
tune with the needs of business.

In History
Charles Odahl and Peter Buhler have
been selected by Moore Publishing Com
pany to write chapters for a new text
book entitled Problems in European His
tory.
Odahl will do "The Conversion of Con
stantine," and Buhler will handle ''The

Third World Since World War II."

In Campus Store
Betty Broek, manager of Your Cam
pus Store on the BSU campus, main
tained her active schedule of appear
ances in college and university b o o k
store training programs this summer
with a lead role at a Stanford University
session.
Betty taught summer courses in pur
chasing, cash control, campus relations,
merchandising, personnel and pilferage
control at a Management Survey and
Seminar held by the American Associ&
tion of College Stores.
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Ht1manities Charts
New Course Here
History professor AI Fletcher almost
went too far to prove a point. Brightly
colored pool balls that were supposed to
roll down his homemade ramp that
imitated a Galileo experiment kept fall
ing off, drawing polite laughter from a
classroom full of curious humanities stu
dents. Helping hands from professors
Stu Evett, Bill Skillerin and Charles
Davis didn't help.
Pool balls were rolling everywhere,
but Fletcher finally got his point across.
Scientific experiments like Galileo's can
explain the "how," but they don't answer
the question "why" things happen.
That's where the humanities comes in.
That combination of theatrics and
good teaching techniques will be seen
often as BSU's revamped and enlarged
humanities program gets started this
semester.

Summer Work
Takes Four
Four Boise State professors were at
other universities this summer to parti
cipate in seminars sponsored by the
National Endowment for the Humani
ties.
Richard Baker, sociology; Glen Bar
rett and Warren Tozer, history; and
Charles Davis,English, were among the
six teachers from Idaho colleges selected
for advanced study.
The national humanities organization
sponsored 106 seminars throughout the
country this summer to give professors a
chance to meet and study with other
experts in their fields.
Topics the BSU professors studied
this summer include Richard Baker,
"Rationality and Freedom in Modern
Society and Social Thought," at the Uni
versity of Chicago; Glen Barrett, "The
American South, 1800-1865," at Emory
University in Atlanta;
Charles Davis,"Teaching Writing:
Theories and Practices," at the Univer
sity of Pittsburgh; and Warren Tozer,
"The History of China: 1600-1975," at
Yale University in New Haven, Connec
ticut.
Each of the professors was awarded a
$2,000 grant to pay for their seminar
expenses.
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The six credit,two nights a week class
will bring a new concept to BSU class
rooms this fall ...team teaching by pro
fessors from different disciplines. Their
task: help 90 students probe the "nature
of human nature."
With the mix of history, English and
philosophy professors center stage, lec
tures and discussions will seldom be bor
ing. Besides the use of props like
Fletcher's, the professors will take dif
ferent sides of a humanities question and
"argue" before the class. They also
divide into small discussion groups for
in-depth discussion.
The variety of opinions about a topic is
one thing senior sociology major Nadia
Ferrari-Fieldes says she likes. "I like it
because we hear all sides.... it gives
you different angles on things."
A native of France, she already had
heavy humanities training before the
arrived at BSU.Now she is hearing the
material with an American slant, and
that's interesting,she says.
"American students really aren't
taught humanities like we are in France.
It's nice to see things like Marxism and
other philosophies exposed and dis
cussed.We need that at BSU."
That "exposure " to new ideas is the
reason why most students are in the
class. Mike Forest, a freshman from
Boise, says he is strong in math and
science, but knows nothing about
humanities. "The whole bit is totally
new.I really like it so far," he says.
The fall semester course that has
drawn some 90 students is just the
beginnings of a larger sequence o f
courses that will last six years.They are
funded by a grant from the National
Endowment for the Humanities that will
total nearly $1 million. About one third
of that is being spent this year to get the
program going and add library holdings.
By the time the grant period is over,
several professors will have experience
with the team teaching method.
Beside a continuation of the fall course
on "A View of the Nature of Man," two
satellite courses that will focus on more
specific humanities subjects will start
this spring.
One will be a study of film and its per
ceptions of man and the other will be on
changes in late 19th century art and lit
erature.

ROTC was oft and climbing this semester as cadets from Idaho State entertained
prospective BSU recruits during registration week.

ROTC Off Ground
The Hollywood version of the drill ser
geant is gone.So are short -short hair
cuts and daily marching drills.
But ROTC is here, and 46 students
have responded to the call, including
eight women. According to the BSU
director Major John Walther, the new,
less formal version of the course that
was driven ofr'dozens of campuses in the
' 60's and '70's still has at its core the
training of quality officers.The methods,
though,have changed.
Frankly, ROTC -today is more fun for
the students, which accounts for its
revival at universities,he says.The BSU
program, like the others at Idaho and
ISU, includes outdoor activities like

Seated on the banks of what is normaUy Lake Cascade, Boise
Cascade biologist Jim Graban talked abwt mountain lakes.
"In the spring when the ice melts, temperature changes cause
the water to circulate and aU the junk on the bottom goes to the
top. It's like the lake takes one big belch. "
Across camp, energy specialist Dennis Cartwright oversees a
group of eager students as they try to heat their noon-time hot
dogs in self-constructed solar cookers.
The earthy language and down to earth experiments were just
two examples of what was packed into this year's Environmental
and Conservation Education Workshop heldfor the tenth time at
th
achersfrom aU corners of

rappeling, backpacking and cross coun
try skiing. Those are open to any stu
dents who want to participate and aren't
just limited to ROTC students,Walther
says.
He adds that ROTC isn't all fun and
games. Students will still do some
marching and keep their hair neat. And
they all attend classes in military science
and leadership.
Once past their junior years,they can
sign contracts to serve in the Army and
receive $100 monthly plus fees for their
final two years of college.
While Walther hasn't enrolled the
numbers he would like, the freshman
class starts with 35 new students signed
up for Introduction to Military Science.

Over the years abwt 400 people have gone through the work
shop sessions. Usually Obee has kept a waiting list, but the
drought cut enroUment slightly this year.
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"Curriculum development is my thing ... I want to see what's
happening in environmental education so I can pass the ideas on to
my teachers, "said Meridwn Junior High principal Lewis McLin.
t
v
e
to t
t t
s
a
better ideas on how to b'•
n
' g nat••..ral materials into their teaching."
Few places could be better than the Lake Cascade setting, with
its nearby meadows, mountains andforests that are idealfor field
trips.
"This place is a natural laboratory," said BSU professor
emeritus Don Obee as he looked across the workshop he helped
start long before environmental studies were in vogue.
But Obee, !JSU biology pr
ofe � sor Rich M �Clos key, andU ther
e worksh opts not a one-sid ed hard se JOT t he
lead ers stress that t h
d
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"We de-emphasize the role of the expert. We don't rely on
p·eople like forest�rs or soil scien sts - We try to get students to
_
_
answer the questwns themselves, said Shwerdecker.
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BIOLOGY prof Rich McCloskey explains drought-caused environ·
mental changes to student Peter Boh.

If there has been one thing that has made the program successful over its decade of existence, it has been the close cooperation
between BSU, private business and government agencies. This
year the Forest ·service, Boise Cascade, Soil Conservation Service,
Agncuttural Research Service, Energy in Man's Environment,
State Department of Education , BS , and schools in Boise and
Ketchum aU sent instructors to helpunt h the camp.
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will probably return as an instructor, his organization and
recruitment duties wiU be turned over to biology professor Rich
McCloskey next year.
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What's Happening In Sept. -Oct.

Friday, September 18

Seturdey, September 24

Foreign Film, 7 p.m., "The Cranes Are Flying,"

Football, 7 :30 p.m., Nevada Las Vegas, Bronco

LA-106

Stadium

Conc:.rt, 9 p.m., "Nasty Habit," Mardi Gras

Womena Varsity Volleyball Invitational, BSU
Mens and Womens Croaa-country, Whitworth

lllll!

__________
TUMday, October 11

Sunday' October2

Women• Volleyball, 7 p.m., College of Idaho,

Film, 8 p.m., ·w.c. Fields and Me," SUB

Boise

Student Senate,3:30p.m., Senate Chambers

TUMday, October4
Womena Volleyball, 4 p.m., Eastern Oregon

Wectn.dey, October12

State, LA Grande

Seturdey, September 17
Sunday, September 25

Claaalcal Film, 8 p.m., "Maltese F a l con,"
Boisean

$OCUS15

Columbua Day

Student Senate, 330
:
p.m., Senate Chambers

Pop Film, 8 p.m., "Dr. Zhlvago," Ballroom

Concert, 9 p.m., "Nasty Habit," Mardi Gras

Monday, September 28

Women Croaa-country, Julia Davis Park
Mana Croaa-country, Fresno

Womena Field Hockey, Northwest Nazarene,

Art Exhibition, LA Bldg. Art Gallery

Nampa

Faculty Senate,3:10p.m., Senate Chambers
Jack White Billiard Exhibition, 10:30-2 p.m., SUB

munity, Ontario

Art Exhlblta, LA Bldg. Art Gallery

Friday, October 14

Friday, October7

Womena Volleyball, University of Montana,

Womena Field Hodley, Invitational, Boise

Sunday, September 18
Film, 8 p.m., "The Front," Ballroom

Thuraday, October 13

Thursday, October8
Womena Volleyball, 6 p.m., Treasure Valley Com

Tueaday, September 27
Student Senate,3:30p.m., Senate Chambers

Foreign Film, 7 p.m., "The Witness," LA106

Missoula

Application• Due for December 77 graduates

Women• Field Hockey, Eastern Oregon, La
Grande

Monday, September 19
Faculty Recital, 8:1 5p.m., SPEC
National Student Exchange Rec:Nitment Begins

Womena Volleyball, Moscow
Foreign Film, 7 p.m., "Stars," LA 106
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Tuelday, September 20
Seturdey, October 1
Thursday, September 22

Faculty Senate,3:10p.m., 8309

Friday, September 23
Foreign Film, 7 p.m., "Ciao," LA106

LA106

Saturdey, October8
Womena Field Hodley,lnvitatlonal, Boise

Saturdey, October 15

Football, 1:30 p.m., University of Montana,

Student Senate,330
:
p.m., Senate Chambers

.

Foreign Film, 7 p.m., "Closely Watched Trains,"

Friday, September30

Football, 7;30p.m., Montana State, Boise
Cl aulcal Film, 8:30 a.m., "Street car Named

Womena Volleyball, University of Montana,

Missoula

Missoula

Mana Croaa-country, Montana, Missoula
Womena Croaa-country, Portland State, Portland

Women• Field Hockey, Eastern Oregon, La

Sunday, October&

Claulcal Film, 8:30a.m., "Elmer Gantry," Library

Grande

Football, 1:30p.m., Nevada Reno, Reno

Desire," Library Rm. 247

Women• Volleyball, University of Idaho
Womena Cross-country, Oregon State, Eugene

Rm. 247

Film, 8 p.m., "Hustle," SUB

One Group Back, Another Leaves
Just about the time one plane was
unloading BSU students from an English
study trip another was taking off for the
mountains of Spain to deposit another
group for a year in the Basque country.
With passports poised, a group of 26
anxious students left Aug. 31 for the
Basque village of Onate to start the third
year of BSU's "Campus in Spain." The
group will travel to the mountain town
near Bilbao for a year's emersion in
Basque-Spanish language and culture.
They will live in dormitory rooms at
the College of San Lorenzo and study
from native teachers Jon Onativia and
Jose Falcon Ormazabal. Students, who
come from California,Nevada and Idaho,
will all take a crash course in Basque the
first nine weeks. They can also study
Spanish history and culture. Their aca
demic routine will be spiced with fre
quent tours to nearby historic and cul
tural sights.
They will return to the U.S. next
summer.
Those wide-eyed students weren't any

Foreign Study
Deadline Near
Boise State University has joined with
13 other schools in a program that pro
vides foreign study and teaching oppor
tunities for students and faculty.
The Northwest Interinstitutional
Council on Study Abroad sponsors cam
nuses in Avilmon, France; London,
England, and Cologne, Germany.
The council is now recruiting faculty
to staff the three programs for next year
according to BSU foreign studies direc
tor Penny Schoonover. Faculty mem
bers who want to teach abroad next year
must submit their application and two
course descriptions to her office by Oct.
18.
Selection of the '78-'79 staff in the
three countries will be made in early
December.
For students, fall enrollment has
already closed, but the Council is taking
applications for the winter quarter in
Avignon and London which starts Jan.
3. Applications must go to Schoonover
byNov.l.
Courses at the Avignon location will
include Man in the Midi, French Rural
Society, Provence in the 19th Century,
Education in France, and language. Lon
don will feature classes in sociology,
criminology, The City and Country in
Literature, English literature, and As
pects of London Life.
Cost per quarter is $1,205, which
covers living expenses and fees. Air fare
and other personal expenses are not
covered.
Faculty or students who want more
information about the NICSA programs
can contact Schoonover at LA-206 for
more information.

more enthusiastic about their adven
tures than the 12 person group that
returned August 30 after a six-week
London theatre tour led by BSU drama
professor Del Corbett.
Students may have been housed in
London's Field Court House, but they
practically lived in the city's theatres,
says Corbett. All students saw 28 shows
and some went to 34 over the six week
period. Included were all types of
drama, from Chorus Line t o Julius
Caesar. Spliced between that were visits
to the famous London sights.
During their theatre-going the stu
dents caught performances by Alec
Guinness, Deborah Kerr. Paul Scholfield

and John Geilgud. They heard lectures
by British theatre critics and met at
least three times weekly for critique and
discussion sessions with Corbett.
Some of the BSU group enrolled in a
British acting school that featured two
weeks of intensive training in all phases
of theatre. Of the 114 enrolled, the seven
from BSU were the only Americans.
Two students who have made numer
ous appearances on BSU stages, Mike
Hofferber and Elizabeth Streiff, were
tapped to play lead roles in the school's
productions.
Corbett says his tour group included
everyone from senior citizens to under
graduates.
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Theatre Opens In Oct. Oregonian Joins
Allen Carr

Boise State University's theatre sea
son will open Oct. 12 with Inherit the

Wind, a play based on the famous 1925
Scopes "monkey" trial in Tennessee.
The show will run Oct. 12-15, in the
Speccenter. Curtain time is 8:15.
While the play is a fictionalized
account, director Charles Lauterbach
says it still draws its share of controver
sy wherever it opens.
Inherit the Wind deals with the theory
of evolution and how the topic should be
handled in the school systems of the
1920's. Action on stage will center
around the courtroom scenes that pit
Clarence Darrow (called Henry Drum
mond in the play) and his defense for the
cause of evolution versus William Jen
nings Bryan (Matthew Brady), lawyer
for the anti-evolutionary forces.
The play will assemble the largest cast

Book Printed
A book authored by Boise State Uni
versity German professor Dr. Penny
Schoonover was released this summer
by a publishing company in Berne,
Switzerland.
Titled The Hu1TI.()rous and Grotesque
Elements in Doblin's Berlin Alexander
platz, the 280 page book examines a
novel written by the German author in
1929. The story is about an ex-convict
who finds his way back into German
society in the Weimar Republic era of
the late '20's.
The novel by Alfred Doblin has been
regarded as experimental in its use of
language and expressions. Critics have
compared it to James Joyce's Ulysses
and John Dos Passos' Manhattan Trans·
fer.
The title Alexanderplatz comes from a
major subway stop in the heart of Berlin.
Schoonover worked on the analytical
book for three years. It is published by
Peter Lang as part of a series called the
European University Papers.

in BSU history. Over 40 roles have been

filled. Playing leads are Robert Erickson
as Drummond, Bruce Richardson as
Brady, Marc Vega as young newspaper
reporter E.K. Hornbeck, a n d Spike
Ericson as fundamentalist minister Jere
miah Brown.
The play has long been a hit with
Broadway and movie audiences. It
opened in 1955 in New York and later
was made into a movie starring Spencer
Tracy, Gene Kelly, and Frederick
March.
Inherit the Wind will be followed Nov.
30-Dec. 3 by Edward Albee's Who's
Afraid of Virginia Wolfe?
Angel Street, a suspense drama, will
run Feb. 10-18 in the Subal, and Irish
comedy The Playboy of the Western
World will run March 24-April 1, also in
the Subal.
The season ends with a French bed
room farce, A Flea in Her Ear, May 3-6
in the Speccenter.
Reservations for any of the plays can
be made by calling 385-1462 one week
before shows start.

Workshop
Popular
Boise State University hosted the
largest aerospace workshop in the Rocky
Mountain region again this summer
when a group of 71 students went to
Honolulu, Hawaii for lectures and tours.
According to business professor and
workshop clirec:tor Wayne White, semi
nars were given by Continental, Quantu
and Japan air lines. Officials from the
Hawaii Transportation Department and
Honolulu International Airport also
spoke to the group.
The Navy arranged seminars and field
tours of Pearl Harbor and Barbers Point
Naval Air Station. Students aleo visited
the nuclear submarine USS P o g y at
Pearl Harbor.

Con't. Ed Staff

·

An Oregonian born in Massachusetts
who has been a "main man" in communi
ty continuing education work for Trea
sure Valley Community College since
1968 has now set his sights clearly on a
similar Treasure Valley program im
provement for Boise State University's
Continuing Education system.
He's Allen Carr, new Assistant Direc
tor for Continuing Education and Sum
mer Sessions, the reorganized B S U
office under Director Bill Jensen that
emerges to pick up work formerly
directed by the late Dr. Jim Wolfe and
the late Robert S. Gibb.
Both men died during the 1976-77 aca
demic year.
With Director Jensen concentrating
on overall Continuing and Summer Ses
sion management and course designs,
Carr will take primary responsibility for
the off-campus organization of the ten
county Southwest Idaho network of
facilities and faculty that are the heart of
the Continuing Education community
located programs.
A graduate of The Dalles High School
in Oregon, holder of a B.A. from Eastern
Oregon College of Education, LaGrande,
and Masters degree from North. Michi
gan University in Marquette, Carr is a
continuing education veteran who sees
major growth of that activity through
such mass media forums as newspapers
and television.
He and Jensen have already launched
a new course for credit in Criminal Jus
tice via a series printed in the Meridian
Valley News; have a morning classroom
going via KAID-TV with another TV
class scheduled for later this year.
The five-person Continuing Education
staff is proudest of the still growing off
campus university program at Mountain
Home Air Force Base. There, two part
time community coordinators handle
logistics for BSU courses offered to over
500 students enrolled this year.

Focus On Fall
BSU opened its wide arms to kids too during a
busy summer that was filled with fun stuff like the
physical education department's youth sports pro
gram and some fancy cake decorating in vo-tech.
Now the registration hustle is over, folks are set
tled back into their academic routines and business
at BSU is back to its fall pace. Two historic dedica
tions, detailed on page one, are set for Sept. 24,
along with the clash between Tony Knap's LV Rebels
and Jim Criner's Broncs.
Deeper into this first FOCUS issue, you'll find
details of BSU's new "discovery" theme on page
three, encouraging figures about the drought on
page 11, and a report on a summer archeological dig
at Lewiston on page 12. That, and much more about
the folks here. Welcome back to FOCUS.
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